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EDITONIAT COMMENf

f,ommunism and the [hurch
Profound changes.are
the church. These cha,ges
"{qrFg within
r-esponse to the world-shaking
revolutionary transition which
_a
*Tk the present stage of human hiitory-a transition to a new social
are

order free of tlle aqe-o-ld- exploitation of
-* by man. they ,eflet
new plane attained by ihis transformation andr displavla
with
the
p"y:Tg.:halpness dTtS the past decade, the new histirild epoch
in which the forces of worrd peace, sociarism and human freetom
have rqilaced imperialism as -the dominant factor in determining
.
rnan's future. And they are expressive of the new level
of political
consciousness of the masses throughout the world, which
hai devel_
opef wiJh and-is part of the growing strength of the forces aligned
against imperialism
The Clergy

in The Strugg;Ie for peace anil Equality

rn our-country the great rise of democratic struggres during the
past several
has broug}t into the front lines of"iattle ,uprZr"o-

-years
of all
religious faiths. catholic priests,
|ewish rabbi
Protestant ministers

latiyes

and

have been among thise who marched; demon-

sbated and worked for Negro- freedoin
r &" south, and'they are
yTb"r"-d amgng the victimi of racist violence and murder. n"tgo,r,
leaders have been increasingry prominent among those expressing
opposition t9
lhe Johnson war poricy. The morar-issues inv6rved ii
the-wholesale killing of vietnamese men, women and chil&en
have
evoked reactions not only from individuars but also from religious
_organizations. Noteworthy among recent actions are those of" thu
r_eligious bodi"r*ti" Synagogue Council of America,
fielg.l"M*
the union of Hebrew congregationi, tfie-central conference of
'American Rabbis-sharply q"urtioning or opposing Adminishation
policy in viebram. And in the spheie of 6c'onom"ic stugqres, we
may note as an outsranding case in point the militant ,upp.-oi r"iog
giv^e1 by catholic priests to the grape strikers in Delano,
b"uro*i*.
ot exceptional signiffcance has been the part played by the Negro
.
clergy- in the- great upsurge of the civil ,iglrt, ;*ir"*"it
*d *o.u
ff-ght- for__peace. The clerg!, and most notably the
lecently -il _,h9
-colleagues
Reverend Martin Luther King,
in the southern
Jr., and his
christian Leadership council, Lave been a vital"force in ener$zing
the Negro freedom movement and lifting it to a higher level. thiougf,
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tho concept of non-violent resistance the Negfo Church became an
instrument for setting masses into moUon as the new dimensions of
the struggle required. To be sure, the movement has transcended the
initiative of the clergy as other forces have come forward increasingly
into leadership. But the great impulse provided by the Church and
the emergence of such towering ffgures as Dr. King have made their
mark not only on the Negro people's struggles but on the country as
a whole. And they are continuing to do so.
This growth of a body of militant commitment to social progress

it has given
rift
ranks,
to
a
widening
within
its
all
afiecting
denominations
rise
and all levels. In the Christian Church, writes Harvey Cox, associate
has by no means emrbraced the Church as a whole; rather,

professor of church and society at Harvard University, a new schism
is developing which "runs straight through churches and denominations." At issue is "the question of how the churches should respond
to the revolutions of color, opportunity and power now sweeping the
world, both at home and abroad." He goes on to say:

On the one hand, there are those in the churches who want
the church to play its customary social rolo as the guardian, of the
values and institutions of the past. They usually couch trheir attitude
in terms which suggest that the church should "stay out of politics." On the other hand, there is that growing group of laity and
clerg/, mostly voung, which insi.sts that the church should play _a
direct role. ('Ferment in the Churches: The New Christian Soldiers," The Nation, October 11, 1965. )
Tho revolt against conservatism, long hushed-up, has now come to
the surface and, Cox concludes, "the church will never be the same."
Undoubtedly, in their own way, the jewish denominations reflect this
same Process.

Significant Deoelopments in the Catholic Cluvch

Especially far-reaching are the developneents which have taken
place in the Catholic Church. The second Vatican Council, it is already
clear even from preliminary estimates, has gone far toward liberalizing the attitude of the Catholic Church toward other Christians and
toward other religions. Above all, it has abandoned the "Christian"
anti-Semitism of some 1,500 years' standing-an anti-Semitism without
which, says the German theologian Hans Kung, "the monstrous srimes
of Nazi anti-Serniti.sm would have been impossible." Of the meaning

of tbis action, Father Kung writes:
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. . . The church conderurs all manifestations of anti-semitism,
,"d perse,cution. She rejects all discrimin"U"" U"r"a lo ,""",

!1,,"
coror, class and rerigion. . . . The cathoric church has spoken
oul
without ybigqty -against all anti-semitis* a"d-fo.- Jfoi"."uoo
yrtn tn3 Jews, thereby introducing a new period of ludaJo-christian relations after 2,000 years oi Church'history.', 'f;Whrt U*,
the Council Done?," Cunmonweal,
January 21, Id66.)'
striking are the projected changes in the rerationship of the
^ Y*l church
catholic
with tha secular world] as stated in the c#rutouo,
on the church in the modern world. The constitution, says
Father
Kyo_g, expresses a positive attitude: "The Church desires
a'profound
solidarity.and cooperation with the rest of mankind. Reahing
the
signs of the times anf ilteryrepg
in the light of the C6spel,
_them
she desires dialogue in place-of
foremic, authentir witness in prace
of triumphalism, arrswering a]l qr:?stions. is_ spelf ua o"{1*org
^This
other things, 'in the sympathetic and serf-criticar
t"t"r, toward the various forms of atheism (communism iosiuon
is not mentioned
b-y name in order to avoid political misundersta"ai"gl;;
r"Jlli, th"
sharp rejection of war and particurarly of atomic war (-onry
a small and
non-representative group within the North American hierarchy
ex_
pressed opposition to the passage eoncerning the danger of
possessing
atomic weapons)."

And ffnally, the council made a crear-cu! unequivocar statement
concerning the right to religious freedom-a radicir departure
from
previous condernnations of all other beriefs on the
[:rounds that
error is not to be tolerated.
vatican Ir follows upon the heers of the noted encyclical of pope
John XXI[, Pacenr. i.n Terri,s, rlhich placed *"oy ,o"i'rl q,r"rtior* i,
a n-ew light, indirectly expressed a m6re positive attitude io
socialism
and communism than, hitherto, and op-ened the door to airugrr"
between Catholics and Communists. Tfrur" developmenJ ,"pr"rurrt
a fundamental change in the attitude of the catholi church ^toward
Communists, a changre,
by the French Marxist Roger
.?toy1"d
Garaudyin the title of his
book From'Anathema. to Dialogue.It promises to have truly far-reaching consequences.
It is already reflected in the vastly artered attitude of individuals
yd gr_ogns within the church, some instances of which are noted by

in his article in this issue. Here we add one pardcJar
whic\ we think, t9flin-gry iilustrates the extent oi trr"

Gus HaIl

ample

ex-

"rru"g"
-the case of the Reverend ctiarles owen Rice, c,rrently purto,
or
parish in Pittsburgh.
"
To those involved in the organization and labors of the clo
unions
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respect. But at the same time tlris change of views has

in the thirties and forties, the name of Father Rice (now Monsignor
Rico) was a familiar one indeed. He it was who, on behalf of the
Catholic Church, spearheaded the anti-Communist drive against the
Left-led unions, most notably against the Unitecl Electrical, Radio
and Machine Workers, then the third-largest union in the CIO. And
he it was who was instrumental in bringing about the tragic splitting
of the UE.
Today he expresses sorne second thoughts about his former role.
In his column in the Pittsburgh Catlwlic of June 9, 1966, criticizing

the exclusion of UE from joint negotiations by other unions representing General Electric workers, he says:

j
I

They would be even stronger if they were to accept the Ur-rited
Electrical Workers as an ally. The UE . . . is the union that once
had nearly a half-million members and was fought bitterly as being
Communist controlled. I was involved in that ffght almost as a
principal and I believe that my credentials as an-anti-Communist
are impeccable. I have reflected upon it a great deal in recent
years.

His reflections have led him to conclude that the UE was actually
a powerful, democratically-led union, doing a good job, but that with
an assist from what he decries as the blunders of "certain doctrinaire
Stalinists," it fell victim to the cold war. "It was a sitting duck for
the hysteria which accompanied the United States' effort in tho Koreao
War. McCarthyism 'did ftt' the UE, not the 'pure and noble' efiorts
of the non-red-baiting-anti-Communists." He goes on to say:

I think the Communists never really got much out of the union
movement, and I am, further, convinced that their presence and the

reactions that this provoked were, on the whole, good for the
movement. The UE'partyliners, for instance, w"re n6t able to do
much for Uncle Joe Stalin but, ironically, they benefftted unionism

in

general.

This is a far cry from his previous condemnation of Commuaists
as an unrnitigated evil in the trade union movement. His changed
attitude is demonstrated also in his sharing of the platform, on the
occasion of the International Days of Protest against &e war in Vietnam, with such fcllow speakers as the national president of the Du
Bois Clubs of America-something which those who knew the old
Father Rico would scarcely have expected.
Clearly, Monsignor Rice is still a long way from being a Communist. But his present position permits of cooperation anrd dialogue
with Comnnrnists, and that is fundamental. Nor is he unique in this

l

I

I

by no means
been universal, and the schism to which Harvey cox'refers has
emerged with particular sharpness in the catholic bhurch. Tlhe bulk
oj the _top- catholic hiera_rchy has showo Iittle inclination to take up
the cudgels for peace and social progress, and in the face of the widi
involvement of the clergy of other reli$ous denominations, its almost
total silence on the war in Vietnam is notorious.
So, too-, is the punishment often meted out to priests who participate in the peace movement, as in the case of the Reverend baniel
Bgrrigan of New Yor\ co-chairman of the interfaith clergy concerned
About vietnam committee, who was suddenly sent ofi*on a mission
to Latin America on the eve of a mass rally. But what is most signifisanl in this instance is the fact that his retum to the united statls
was compelled by the food of protests which emanated from catholics
in New York-a reaction expressive of the new developments in the
Church.

For Discussion and, Collaboration
9n thelpart,_Communists have been quick to pick up the invitation
and to seek both discussion and collaborationr with cathotics. During
the-p-ast few years the catholic-communist dialogue has deveropel
r-apidly in many countries-in Italy, France, Spain, Latin America,
the united states and others. There is already an extensive literature
of increasing scope and depth.
this__c9_unt{y thg dialogue was initiated with the public resl,nse
of-IlGus Hall as leading spokesman of the Communiit party 6 the
encyclical Pacem in Terris. This response and some of the ieactions
to it from catholic sources appeared in the pamphlet catlwlics ond
Carnmuni.stst Elemerrts of a Dialague published by us two years ago.

This special issue of Poktbal Affairs on communism and ieligion is

in the main a continuation of the dialogue, embracing not oriry the

plane of unity of action but the ideological plane as well.
A dialogue, horvever, cannot be a one-sided thing. If it is to be
genuine, it must require both sides to examine more deeply their
positio:rs and basic ideas. We Communists may welcome the-cLanged
attitudes of Catholics which have made dialogue possible, but we
must also correct certain mistaken views of the-past among ourselves
which stand in the way of a proper relationship. In particular, v/e
must ffght to eradicate the sectarian idea that ieligious beliefs and
religious instifutions are solelg instruments of reaction and obscurantism, and to make it clear that they have not only played a progressive-even revolutionary-role in past periods of history but that

,il
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under certain conditions they may play a progressive role today. The
dialogue must also compel us to examine more deeply our materialist
world outlooh to expand our understanding of it in the light of both
the new advances which are taking place. We hope tha the content
of this issue wil contribute toward these ends.
There is rnuch that is missing in our presentation. One major area,
the status of religion and religious institutions in the socialist countries, is dealt with only partially and inadequately. There is much
more to be said about developments in the Protestant and Jewish
faiths and the need for extension of the dialogue to include these
also. And the particular role of the Negro clergy in the democratic
struggles of this period deserves extended consideration as a development of foremost importance on the American scene. With these
aspects we plan

tc deal further in coming issues of Political Affaiis.
COMMUNISM AND RELIGION

In this respect ue are guided by these princi,plest
7. We oppose ahl attempts to ueate dioision and antagonism
anxong the people along religious lines. Accordingly, our Pa.rty
is ma"de up of beli,eoers and non-belieoers. What unites its ranlcs
is a common social-political outlook.
2. Marxists di,sagree phi.losophically u,ith the sapernatural,
mystical elements of religion; neoertheless we recognize nxanA
positi,oe, humanist aalues in etlilcal and, moral precepts of the
seoeral religions, We salute tha increasing attempts of socialmind,ed, religious indioiduals anil groups to apply the positioe
Wecepts of thei,r faiths to the struggl,e for a better life on earth.
A salutary deoeloryent of our ti,me has ,been the groui,ng in-

of clargymen of all faiths, frequerrtly on the frant
in the battl.es for cioil rights, peace, cioil liberties and. economic welfare. To all such afforts ua extend the welcome hanil

ooloement
li,nes,

of friendship and solidarity.
3. We subsuibe to the fund,amental tenets of democracy th.at
ara deeply imbedded in American traditi@l) (eaen though theg
are too often oi,olateil); the right to freedom of conscience (uhich
inchtd"es, of course, the right to atheistic conoi,ctions as uell as
religi,ous beliefs), and the separation of chrnch and, state.
4. Full freedom of conscience and. worship will be gua.uxteed in a sacialist United, States.

New Program of the Communist
Party, USA (Draft), W. 116-117.
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The fommunist-[athnlic l]ialngue,

A [ritical

Heview

The turbulence which has developed within church institutions of

all denominations is in essence social and political. It is an aspect
9f t.hu general political upsurge of these days, reflecting the most
fundamental revolutionary transition from one social system to another which history has ever witnessed. If the upsurge is so deepgoing and so sweeping in its scope, t"his is because the transition is
not merely to another social system but to one based on e new concept of man's relations with man.
This is the end of the long historical road traversed by sociar
systems based on the concept of one man's right to exploit another.
It is the threshhold of a bright new vista of human piogress made
possi,ble by an_ economic system in which the evil, corro-ding influence
of human-exploitation has been eliminated. Mankind is noiv enterlng
a
of history- in wh]c!, for the very ffrst time, human soctet|
_stage
will-consciously-plan and direct its afiairs with the sole pqpose of
serving the welfare of all human beings.
Because the history of religious institutions has been one of sup
porUng or condoning the status quo in society, and because they haie
thereby served, directly and indiiectl/, as a prop for the expioiting
class, this transition, which abolishes such cliss relationshipi, is an
especially sto_rmy one. The rushing waters of social change have
eroded the islands of neutrality. All are compelled to adjusf to this
historic transition or be washed into the eurrent.
The New Program of the Communist part!, U.S.A. takes note of
this process of readjustment in these words:

. . . we recognize many positive, humanist values in ethical and
moral precepts of
,the iereral _religions. we salute the increasing
attempt-s of social-minded religious individuals and groups to
3pply the positive precepts of their faiths to the strugYgle to" a
better life on earth. A salutary development of our timiias been
the growilg involveme_nt of 6lergymei of all faith, frequently on
the front lines, in the battles foi'civil rights, peace, civit Ubirties
and economic welfare. To all such efiorti we ixtend the wercomo
hand of friendship and solidarity (p. 116).

t
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C athokc-C

ornmlunist D ialo gue

The question of whether there can or should be a dialogue between Catholics and Communists has already been answered by life.
The dialogue is in progress; it is meaningful and it is worldwide. It is
meaningful because the exchange has already cleared away enough
of the underbrush to bring about signiffcant steps toward unity of
action in relation to cardlnal issues of social progress. This process
has strengthened the forces of peace, democracy and progress, as
reports from Spain, France, Italy and most of the countries of Latin
America testify.
Santiago Alvarez, a member of the Executive Committee of the
Communist Party of Spain, writes: "The Catholics are our main
allies today in the struggle against Franco. This is a fact. It is perhaps
the most characteristic and encouraging feature of the Spanish scene
today." He goes on to say:

We Spanish Communists are sparing no efforts to create such
an alliance, for we are convinced that it is not only necessary to
ffght together with Catholics for these aims right now, but also
that it is possible to continue this alliance in the future. . . .
We do not consider it as something accidental and limited to
the present stage of the struggle against the fascist form of government, but as something substantial and permanent, something
which should continue . . . throughout the period of demoeratic
development as well as the socialist future of Spain. ("Towards
an Alliance of Communists and Catholics," Woild Marxlst Reoieu,
June 1965.)

The initiation of the dialogue has had positive effects also in the
United States. These ffrst steps have given added strength to the
struggles for peace, civil rights and democracy. The trend toward
unity in action between Catholics and Communists is contributing
to the impetus of the whole Left political current. It is a factor in the
rise of movements for independent political action. It is $ving
birth to new alliances in the ffght for social progress.
Lessons

of Yesterday

The greatest potential of this dialogue as a force for progress lies

in the ffeld of economic struggles, in enhancement of the ability of
the trade unions to fulffll their missions as defenders of the workers'
rights. This is also the area in which, in past years, the conservative,
trade union policies of the Catholic Church did their
"o1i-Q6ppunist
greatest damage. In order to clear away somo ad&tional underbrush
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in this field, it is necessary to review the way in which these relations
have developed during the past few decades.
In 1937 the Association of catholic Trade unionists was organized,
admittedly as a eounterforce to tle rising communist and Llft currents in the trade unions, which were a product of the organization
of the_ mass prodirction industries and the iharp class struggies of that
plriod. In keeping with what was then the poliucal outlJ& and rore
of the vatican in world afiairs, and in an efiort to duplicate in the
united states the catholic trade union forms of organization of other
countries, the ACTU emerged as a conseryative force in the American
labor movement rts alliances were with the most conservative and.
reactionary forces in the trade unions. Its members received special
training in the art of spreading the big lie of anti-communisri and
in the use of redbaiting as a weapon against the Left.
The ACTU became an instrument for defeating progressive, miritant and of course communist candidates for posis-of union leadert-t"p._l! playedl a leading part in bringing about the split within

the- CIO. Its policy was to reject all overt res of unity from the
Left.
The ACTU did not really become a mass movement, however,
because it did not hlve the support of the great majority of catholic
workers. Many C-atholic trade union leaders, irrcluding Murray,
privately expressed disagreement with ACTU policies. dut at the
same timg in addition to its negative features, the ACTU did make
s_ome positive contributrnns. For example, it was helpful in bringing
Catholic workers into the unions.
The history
9f the ACTU is an example of what happens to an
organization when its main sustenance is the big 1ie of anticommunism. This big lie was invented by reaction to serve its own
purposes. It is a class- weapon, used by the exploiters against the
exploited. It is sheer fakery: the deliberate use ol a f"kJhood. An
organization that swallows this poison becomes itself a weapon for
reaction._ Not suprisingly, management in the mass production industries has in past
"used' the ACTU as an instirment against
-years
militant unionists, communist
and non-communist alike. Hence a
groyng restlessness developg{ and a decline in the membership
o! the ACTU, dearly attributable to the reiection by cathoric workeis
of its anti-working class policy.
new set of factors ha_s become operative. The words of pope
_ Joday a
in
the
case of the catholic workers in the mass production inlohn,
dustries, fell on fertile soil, for these words were echoei of their own
experiences and conclusions.

!
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The Catholic workers, like all workers, faced the problems of job
insecurity and speedup, intensiffed by the growing introduction of
automaton. And like all workers they became aware of the inability
of the unions to meet this new challenge. The unions lacked the neces-

sary militancy, know-how and self-conffdence because they lacked
the necessary unity-because they lacked the ffghting leadership of
the Communists and the Left.
Hence, as the economic problems and unsettled grievances piled
up, the efiects of the ACTU policy of alliance with the conservative
forces in the local unions came home to roost. In the absence of the
militancy and know-how of struggle that the Communists and the
Left had always contributed, the conservatives and in many cases
the ultra-Right forces took over leadership of locals and pursued a
no-struggle policy to the very end. The Birchites took advantage of this
situation and inffltrated many local union leadership bodies. Together
with the Ku KIux Klan they put on full-time organizers in industrial
centers, seeking to use as a base some of the white workers who
had lately moved into industry from the farm areas of the South.
Once in power, these Right-wing elements in the Catholic-conservative alliances began to turn also against the Cathokc workers. flhis
has created a new situation. Catholic workers have been drawing
eonclusions from these experiences, and Pope John's social message

only conffrmed the lessons they themselves had already begun to learn.
The new economic problems affecting all workers, including Catholics,
are dietating new concepts of unity. They are forcing a new look at
the role of the Left and Communist members of the trade unions.
Such developments as these should serve to stimulate the dialogue
and to carry it further. Communists shoutrd cast asido all hesitations
and should take the initiative with regard to both further exchanges
of views and overtures for unity of action. They should not permit past
relations, past antagonisms, to stand in the way of the new unity that
is both possible and necessary. The dialogue can be meaningful only
if it can open the doors to new alliances and united aetions.
The Nature of tLw Di,fferences

It is necessary, however, to examine more fully some of the obstacles
and problems that stand in the way of the further development of
the dialogue and the consequent development of greater unity in
struggle.

tlr"re are deep-seatetl suspicions about motives on both

sides,

creating hesitations and preventing frozen positions from being thawed
out. In part, these suspicions are based on old relations; in part, they

i
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are due to misunderstandings.

In some degree they arise from the fact
that each side, quite naturally, approachei the question from its own
point of view. Thus, the problem as seen from the standpoint of the
catholic church is expressed by Archbishop Helder camaia of Recife,
Brazil in these words:
woe be to all christians if the lowly become convinced. that the
Church has abandoned them in this dark hour. Thev cannot but
believe that religion is indeed the opium of the p"opi" and chrisa1 al-Jf of_privilege and exploilation. . . . (iot" J. Considine,
-d-"li!y
M. M., ed., social Reoolution in tfre Nets Latin Americiz A cathorii
Appraisal, Notre Dame, fndiana, Ig6d, p. vii. )

on its face, this is simply an expression of concern for the future
of the church. But it should not 6e viewed with suspicion on that
account. wha! is important is the direetion in which it-ieads, namely,
greater partieipationi in struggles for social progress.
some suspicions, however, are due to baiic difierences. such dif'
ferences can become serious obstacles to unity of stuggre if they
not clearly pinpointed. It is to clear up such questions that thl
Te-

dialogue is necessary.

one fundamental difierence is that between the Marxist world

outlook based on materiatsm and the basic theologicar concepts of
the church. But this is not the main obstacle to unity of iction,
although it d'oes of course have its effects on catholic-communist
relations. However, the fact that it does not stop people with religious
beliefs, including_cathorics, from joining the communist party is
iroof

that this is not the real source of mistrust.
The root of the problem lies closer to home: it is the difierence over
the question of capitalism. what is at issue is whether the church
remains a defender of the statu-s qu-o, which means a defender of cap
italism, and hence a prop for the class of exploiters. we communiJts
believe that capitalism has outlived its usefulness, that it is now an
ob{acl9 to human progres,s. we therefore advocate the revorutionary
path of discarding capitalism and replacing it with socialism. WL
look upon capitalism as a dead weight holding back the march of
history, and work to expose it as a system of unjust, inhuman exploitation.

basic concept of the nature of capitalism afiects the way in
.This
which we view problems occurring within its context. Thus, we are
for united struggle against all the evil efiects of capitalism, but we
take such a position with no idea of thereby saving capitalism as a
system. On the contrary, we look upon capitalism ai the root of the

t
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problems, and the struggle we project is one directed not only against
the evfu but against their source. We make no secret of the relationship between the immediate and ultimate goals, nor is there any contradiction between them, as our draft program points out:

fi
t,)

. . . The active expression of this concern in the immediate present is not in contradiction with our ultimate goal; rather, it is the
thread that links what can be done today with what nrzsf be done
tomorrow.
It is in the democratic struggles for solutions that cannot be deferred, of problems that cannot be evaded, that we. see an American
path to socialism. . . . The American people will arrive at the conclusion that it represents their best hope not through argument
alone, but through experience with alternate solutions. . . . Such
a realization can only come about by putting the old forms to the
test; that is, by ffghting for the maximum attainable within these
forms, by modifying these forms within the limits of the existing
social structure, so that ffnally the people say, "With this social
mechanism we have gone as far as we can go. It has now become
an impediment in our progress. If we wish to go further, if we
wish to right the evils that have become insufierable because they
are so at odds with the social potential to abolish them, we must
scrap this social system and institute anothet'' (pp. 86-87).
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There are many Catholics-millions in fact*who share this outlool
who are members of Communist parties in various countries, who
are ffghters against capitalism and for socialism. And, as we have
learned through the dialogue, there are growing mumbers of priests
and nuns who are opposed to the Church's position of unconditional
support of capitalism.
But as we know, this is not the outlook of the Church itself. The
ofHcial position of the Church is defense of the status quo. This has
always been its position. When the status quo was feudalism, the
Catholic Church upheld it. In fact, this was what gave rise to the
Reformation and the emergence of Protestantism. Now the status
quo is capitalism, and it is the official position of the Chureh to uphold
this social system. Even the historic statements of Pope John do not
directly attack this position, although they do oPen uP other doors
for discussion and for struggle against the evil effects of capitalism.
Why is it so important for us to understand the nature of our differenco on this point? The reason is that it sheds light on the naturo
of our difierences on immediate questions. Because of our difierence
on the basic question of capitalism, we have tended to be on opposite
sides on related questions. But if we each know where the other
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stands on the basic question, then the motives
be subject to suspicion

of the other urill not

Uniry in Struggle for Peace and Eqwlity
Let us examine some of these related questions. For example, we
believe in the full right of all nations to self-determination and independence. We therefore consider all struggles for these ends to be just
struggles
we support them whatever may be the form they are
-and
compelled to take. We view capitalism as the oppressor of peoples
and nations just as it is the oppressor of classes, and this national oppression wo consider equally unjust.
The Papal PIan for Peace (Catholb Almanac, 1966) states: "All
nations have the right to life and independence." This position brings
our two points of view very close together. This is a basis for a
dialogue; it is a basis for united action against imperialist aggression.
In particulatr, it is a basis for united efforts to stop the U.S. war of
aggression in Vietnam. It is likewise a basis for joint efforts to free
the countries of Latin America from the economic, political and
military oppression of U.S. imperialism.
We believe that it is capitalism, because of its drive for proffts,
which leads to imperialism and wars of aggression, and that this is
clearly demonstrated by the war in Vietnam and the invasion of the
Dominican Republic. We therefore take an unequivocal stand: the
wars of aggression are unjust and the people ffghting against such
aggression are ffghting just wars that deserve the suplrcrt of all mankind.
In this sense, while Pope Paul's speech to the United Nations was
an important step forward in the struggle for world peace, we believe
its efiects were weakened when he declared: "And let every war and
guerrilla operation give way to constructive collaboration which is
mutual and fratemal." This places the blame equally on victim and
culprit. It appeals for peace but does not condemn the source of
war: imperialist aggression. It does not condemn a wrong and support
a right.
Nevertheless, our differences over the basic cause of war need not
prevent a united struggle against war. Moreover, the new emphasis
by the Vatican on world peace, as well as our mutual eoncern over
the danger of nuclear war, has opened up a wide avenue for dialogue
and joint action.
We Communists also view racial oppression as an aspect of eap
italist oppression. Throughout all of our political lives we have taken
a ffrm stand for an end to jim crow. To the extent tbat the Church
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has become involved in the ffght against segregation and discrimination, it has created a new basis for unity of action between Communists and catholics. we can unite to end jim crow. And we can do so
even though we communists believe that the roots of jim crow lie in
the very nature of capitalism whereas the catholic cfurch does not.
It is clear that while the basic position of &e Church regarding
the capitalist,system remains unaltered, there are important ihaoget
taking pace that make the dialogue both possible and o""errrry. -A,
we have already noted, millions of catholici do not follow the church
in its defense of the status quo, and increasing numbers of priests
a1d_lay leaders are raising serious questions about capitalir*. fr"o"u,
while its official-po,sition regarding the ffnal disposition of capitalism
has.not
$anged; the Church has changed its attitude towari many
of the related questions. In our view ihese "related questions,, arl
products of capitalism; in most church circles they are still referred
to as "social evils." But what is new is the development within the
church of a readiness to engage in active struggle against these evils.
This is the meaning of the discussions in the Ecumenical church as
they relate to social problems.
Some sections of the Church feel it necessary to compete with Communists in the struggles against the evils of capitalism. The Most
Reverend Mark G. McGrath, C. S. C. expresses this view as follows:

There is nothing good and holy in the Marxist promises which
is not better set forth in that christian attitude toriards the world
which the Second Vatican Council is now studying in its proiected
ConsUtution on the Church in the Modern Wdrta] We, t6o, hesi.e
and work for an expansion of all material means of production and
w-elfare, so that in our century, for the ffrst time in r&orded history,
all men may have access to a material standard and an education
which will free them from slavery to bodily want and the sad,
almost animal dimness of life withbut knowlddge, without culture,
w_ithout joy, rvithout beauty, without love. (S-ocial Reoolution in
The New Latin America: A Catholic Apryaisal.)

Of course, the test of one's conviction is one's readiness to struggle
against the current manifestations of such evils, and one's willingness
to join in united effort with all who share those oonvictions. On our
part, we are both ready and willing to join hands in these endeavors.
Catholic Hierarchy Defends Status Quo
The dialogue faces other, rather formidable obstacles. The changed
attitude of the Vatican and sections of the Church is not, on the whole,
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reflected in the Catholic hierarchy in the United States. One receives
the impression that there is stuong resistance within it to any change
that touches on basic social and political questions.
Cardinal Spellman's "my country right or wrong" appeal for blind
allegiance to the Administrationis policy of aggression in Vietnam is
certainly a challenge to the spirit of Pope Paul's message to the United
Nations. It is an appeal to the most bigoted and jingoistic sentiments
among our people. It is an attempt to block all desires for a settlernent
of the war. It is at complete loggerheads with the Papal Plan for
Peace. Nations cannot have "the right to life and independence"and certainly not in Vietnam-if Cardinal Spellmanis concept prevails.
U.S. aggression in Vietnam is wrong, but Cardinal Spellman is determined to defend that wrong and thereby reject the night of selfdetermination for any nation other than the United States.

The relations of Cardinals Cushing and Mclntyre with ultra-Right
organizations are likewise not in keeping with the spirit of the dlalogue.
The transfer of priests because of their support of popular movements
and struggles is indicative of strong resistance to the course charted
by Pope John.
The scope of the problem inside the Church is highlighted especially
by the situation in the Diocese of Southern California. With the en
couragement of Cardinal Mclntyre, the area has become saturated
with ultra-Right organizations of Catholics. These groups are a part
of the ultra-Right movement in southem California, but they are at
the same time a special ultra-Right force within the Church. There
are such groups as "San Diego Catholics for Better Libraries" and
"Catholic Fact Research Association of Los Ange1es." The largest of
these fanatically anti-Communist, anti-democratic Right-wing organizations, with dozens of locals, are the Cardinal Mintzenty Foundation and the Christian Resistance Movement. All these groups have
a voice in the diocese paper, The Tid,ings.
True, there are other voices. Pacem in Terris does have its advocates in the U.S.A. But these are not voices emanating from positions
of authoritative leadership. This makes it difficult for priests, nuns
and lay members of the Church to take part in the diolague and to
express themselves. And we should understand this difficulty.
Such are the obstacles. They may retard the dialogue, they may

hold back the unity of struggle, but they eannot stop tle process.
The problems of our society have greatly sharpened and arise to confront us all. They cannot be avoided; passivity and neutrality toward
these problems become increasingly dificult to maintain. The change
in the Church's attitude toward social, economic and political ques-
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tions to which this gives rise leads iuevitably in the direction of openrng up the path of unity and struggle.
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We Communists are ffrm believers in the concept that the struggle
for unity must result in a unity of struggle. We believe the struggle
against tle evils of the system opens the pathway to the struggle
against the system itself. In fact, it is the realization of this inner
relationship by those who want to hang on as the defenders of the
status quo-capitalism-that is the basis for the resistance to the
dialogue between Communists and Catholics. The realities of life have
created the con&tions for the present level of the dialogue. As these
realities continue to develop, they will increase the pressure for a
continuation of the dialsgue.

Need for a Contirwation of the Dialogue

The dialogue between Communists and Catholics is only one aspect
people's movement
against the evils of monopoly capitalism. The future of our country,
the future of the world and civilization, depends on the success of
struggles based on the unity growing out of dialogues between organizations of the people.
The pqoblem which the dialogue faces at this stage is that of getting
to know one another's positions, pinpointing the difierences and clearing away misunderstandings and suspicions, so that we can unitedly
move into the battles for a better world.
The meaning of the inner-church processes initiated by Pope ]ohn
is to give a wider-range freedom o actionrin the struggle against the
anti-social and evil e$ects of capitalism. The papal statements of
Pope ]ohn suggested a new path in these matters.
The present struggle within the Catholic Church in the Americas
is fundamentally over the question of whether the Church should
follow this new path or remain on the old path of defending the status
quo of monopoly capitalism with all its evils-with its imperialist
aggression, racism, hunger in the midst of plenty, its moral and ethical
decay. It is over the question of whether the Church should continue
to accept, condone or defend the concept of man's right to get fat
and rich by exploiting his fellow men.
Not only the Church but mankind in general is moving to the crossroads between these pathways, and during such a struggle silence or
neutrality is in itself taking sides and always on the side of the op-

of our Party's efforts to mold a broadly-based

I harse no intention of compari,ng the rekgious idaology wtd
the Marxist one. Thefu point of depa.rture di,ffers, eoen though
they may, on certain problems, reach conclusions that are not
diaergent, We aht:ays reiected,, howeoer, all endeaoorc towards a
rapprochement betwean Catholics and Commaruists on the
basis of any sort of compromise betn>een these two ideologies.
Such a com.promi,se cannot be reached. lt is necessary, instead,
to consid.er the Catholic u:orld, and the Com.munist wodil as
made up of real forces-States, gooernnxerrts, organimtions, indi,oidaal consciousrwss, nloDements of wried nahne-anil to stud.y
ushether and h.olD, in face of the present-ilay reoolutions ond,
future prospects, mutual u,nderstonding and, mutual recognition
of oalues can be reached and, consequently, an entmte and eoen
an agreenxent to attain ends that ore connnon, inasntuch as they
are necessary and indi,spensable for mankind..

Pressor.

It is becoming more and more difrcult to speak about world peace
and remain silent about the source of wars and aggression-capitalism. It is becoming more dificult to speak about brotherhood and to
continue to ignore the source of bigotry and racism-capitalism. It is
becoming more difficult to speak in general terms against hunger, slums
and deprivation without speaking about their direct cause-capitalism.
This will become an ever sharper contradiction for those who move to
ffght the evils of capitalism while continuing to defend the status quo
of the system itself.
Our understanding of this contradiction does not in any way lessen
our desire for unity of struggle. In fact this deeper understanding of
6ur difler64ces makes for a ffrmer unity.
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We refuse all end.eaaors at an impossible ideological conxpromise, eoen though in our ranlcs there is a oery lnrge rutmberprobably the maiority out of the total number of members-of
belieoers, The condition for ioining our party, in fac-t, as for all
Commanist parties, is the acceptance of our prograrn, for the
realization of uhich we fight and ukich can be accepteil also by
a belieoer.
":,
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Palmbo Togliani, from a lec-ture
delioereil on March 20, 1963.

BOGER GARAUDY
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as a form

We Are Struggling 0n Behalf of Manone of the essential characteristics of Marxist atheism is its integration of all that which successive cultures and civilizations have
contributed to man. Christianity co,nstitutes a sizeable portion of this
heritage, Marx, in The leu:ish Question, stressed that only an authentic
democracy eould "make real in a secular way" the "human basis** of
Chdstianity'' (de, menschliche Grund d,es Christentums).
What, then, is this "human basis" which Marxist atheism strives
to integrate? In asking this question and in attempting_ to bring to
way claim to take
it the beginnings of an answer, I do not in any *interpretation"
of
the placJ of the theologians nor to give an
Chriitianity, but simply to say what in Marxist thought aPPears to
me to be linked with the Christian heritage.
As I see it, Marxism has incorporated three themes.
1) tltre awareness of the incompletion of man, the climension of
the inffnite. Tho aspiration to lnowledge, admirably expressed by
[Iegel, involves a two-fold contradictory exigencyr to penetrate into
thJreal in order to render it entirely transparent to reason, and to
constitute a ffnished whole: the system of total knowledge. Now,
Marx precisely brought out the contradiction which existed between
the system that implied an end to history and an achievement of total
knowledge adequate for this history, and the dialectical method
which thrust out into the inffnite the movement of thought carried
forward by its two-fold exigency. Marx thus "opened' man to this
infinite dimension.
The reii$ons (Christianity in particular) have lived this two-fold
exigency: the need for and the impossibility of attaining total knowledgo; but they have tried to give answers to the problems of the
beginning and the end by means of myths dealing with the genesis
of things and with eschatologY.
The Marxist critique challenges the illusory answers, not the real
questions which elicited them. One cannot deal with religion merely
*This a,rtic.le is reprinted from Baekground, Informolioz, published by

the Department on Chureh and Society of the World 'Council of Churches,
December, 1966.

r*fire expression from Man:r's Dia Judenfrage (Braunschweig, 1843) is
translated; here. M. Garaudy used the French "fonds hurnain."
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of derangement: it is the
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answers that are deranged, not

the guestions.
2) What is true for lcnowledge is also true for action: man acquires
an increasing mastery over nature, over society, and over his own
future; but although his power grows without ceasing, he is always
militant and never triumphant. He can no more achieve the total
"blessedness" to which he aspires than he can achieve "total
knowledge." Here again, religion claims to bring a metaphysical
answer to this historical exigency. "Religion," writes Mam in The
Jewish Questi,on, "is the recognition of man by a detour, through
a mediator."
Just as religions transformed into an answer something which was
basically a question, (when they were prompted by a real need)
in the realm of knowledge, so also they (and notably Christianity)
have transformed an exigency into a presence in the realm of action:
from the need for mediation, they have passed on to tlle presence
of a mediator.
Here again, we shall say that the derangement lies in affirming
this presence, and not in the exigency which elicited it, and that
Marxism must ffnd and take over that which, underneath the myt\
was the aspiration that gave birth to it.
8) The prornise of the unification of mankind, which forms a whole
and gives meaning to the existence and action of rnan, is perhaps the
richest aspect of the Christian heritage.
For Greek humanism, the largest whole for which the individual
was called upon to sacriftce himself was the community of citizens,
excluding slaves and barbarians. With the coming of Christianity,
there appeared for the ffrst time in our history the call to an unlimited
community, to a whole encompassing all the other groups. Let us
emphasize that this is still only an aspiration, a hope, for whereas
early Christianity "mentally" abolished the distinction between slaves
and free men, it did nothing to abolish it in actua1 fac! as did
Spartacus, and did not even urge that it be eliminated. It was a
religion of slaves, and not a revolution of slaves.
Nevertheless, even if it has taken centuries for the fulftlment of
this aspiration towards a perfect meeting of minds to begin to take
shape-and most often not thanks to the Church, but against her,
inr heresies ffrst of all (as was the case with Thomas Munzer), then
in revolutionary struggles and socialist revolutions-the fact still remains, according to Engels, that the appearance of Christianity "represented anr entirely new_phase in religious evolution; for Christianity
was to become one of the most revolutionary elements in the history
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ample, as we ffnd it in the "Songs of Maldoror", "My poety will onsist solely in attacking by every means this wild beas! man, and the
Creator who ought not to have engendered such vermin." This reON BEIIITF OP
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ef the human mind."o Indeed, for the first time, even if the conse'
quences of this principle were not yet draum, it was proclaimed
that one is not a slave "by natute," and that the slave is a flnn;
whereas even the greatest geniuses of Greece, Plato or Aristotle, for
example, regarded the slave only as an object, a "speaking tool."

fusal of God stems from a refusal of man. Our attitude is on the contrary full of positive implications: we are struggling for man, and the
Iogic of this struggle leads us to atheism when the answers $ven by
the religious to the questions posed by man are unworthy of those
questions, and when we are ofiered something sub-human under the
pretense that it is supernatural, when we are offered religions of irrationality or resignation, for example.
Marxism does not need to deffne itself negatively with regard to this
religion. Marx, at the time of his "1844 Manuscripts," and much later,
Engels, in his 1874 articles, showed how this word "atheism," with its
privative connotations, in no way deftnes the Marxist attitude. Speaking of the avant-garde German workers, Engels wrote, "Atheism has
had its day among them; it is outmoded: this purely negative term no
longer applies to them, for their opposition to belief in God is no
longer tleoretical but practical; they have simply ffnished with God;
they live and think in the real world and are therefore materialists."o
Do we take this to mean that they are not interested in the questions
posed by man about the meaning of his life and his death, about the
problem of his origin and his end, about the exigencies of his thinking
and of his heart? Not at all.
If man's greatness afirms itself in a demand for answers to questions, then the wealness or the fault lies with those who claim to $ve
a dogmatic answer that is always bound up with a certain framework
of knowledge, an answer $ven as deffnite, even sacred, whereas it
really bears the stigma of the temporary insufficiencies of a certain era.
Atheism's protest has tllus a puriffcatory value. It is a legitimate
and necessary protest against those who condemned Galileo or Darwin, and against those in every age who debase the idea of God by
tqrirg to ffnd Him in the temporary gaps in our knowledge.
Atheism's protest is legitimate and necessary against all the gross
images of the Creation or the Last ]udgment, of Hell, of Paradise,
or of the miracles, against all the caricatures of the Infinite which
are the crime against the spirit par excellenco.
If wo are told that these things are expressed in a language "for
simple folk " then we are face to face with the most dangerous form
of contempt for man, that which consists in arresting his development

Within this framework lies what Marx called "the human basis
of Christianity," which no so-called "Christian" State has ever
achieved to any degree whatsoever, but which Communism can

bring about in "a secular way": a classless society, wherein each child,
each rnan has the possibility to make full use of the human richness
he has within him, and where the life and [berty of each is not
restricted by but dependent upon the life and liberty of others. That
presupposes abolishing regarding human beings as merchandise-an
attitude which engenders alienation by transforming (as Marx put
it) relations between menr into relations between things, and creating
the economic conditions of class exploitation, national oppression, and
wars. This was tho sense in which Maxim Gorki was able to say
that with Socialism "for the ffrst time of true love of man is organized
as a creative force."
The conception of Christian love according to which I do not know
myseU, and only fulffIl myself in and through others, is the highest
image that man can have of himself and of the meaning of Iife; and
this is why Marxism would ffnd impoverished to a certain extent if
it had no knowledge of Saint Augustine, Saint Jean de la Croix, or
ThCrdse d'Avila.
But, instead of teaching that the concrete historical conditions for the
full blooming of this love of man for woman and of each man for all
men must be created by struggling to transform all hr.rman relations
by which this love is contradicted and mocked, people invoke this love
as if it already existed in order to condemn the just violence involved
inr struggles against a world that is the opposite o{ love. Thus this
great dream of human unity serves as an alibi for the maintenance
of institutions which are the worst obstacles to the coming of this
unity and this love.
This permits us clearly to bring out the meaning of Marxist atheism.

urrrrr of man. our attitude
,,loggtir;
We, as Marxists,
",
"ru
with
the
atheism
of Lautr6arnont, for exhas nothing in comrnon

Grrg"lr, on the Historu of Eo,rly Ctr,risti.enitu, first publish ed in Die
Neup Zedt, Vol.

X[I, 1894-1896,

pp. 4-13; 36-43.
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r Eargels, Flil,chttings-Literatur, Artikel
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printed in Der Volketoot,
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at the stage of mythology and primitive magic, instead of calling upon
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The basic things are the exigencies of human freedom, love, and
unity, w-l,ich are the soul of the creative activity of man, whose
horizon broadens with each stage in his developmlnt, frorn the ffrst
flint to the ffssion of the atom.
,Man is only fully man when he strives to be more than he is,
when he forges for himself that inffnitely enlarged image to which
for thousands of years he, has given the face of a God. ,.The hope
of man is the fesh of God," said Henri Barbusse.
For a moment, all that men in their most beautiful dreams have
attributed to God is not behind us but before us, like a task waiting
to be accomplished.
The Anglican bishop, Robinson, wrote in Honest to GoiI that the
encounter with the kanscendent is not a privileged experience; it is
characteristic of all our human experienceJin depth. TIie ffnite world

him to seek higher answers.
In order to respond to the lofty human demand for total fulffUment through knowledge and acuon that will render the Real transparent for us, such a religion ofiers substitutes (Ersatz) f.or Totality
and for the Inftnite, which sterilize and debase both thought and
action.

Atheism is legitimate and necessary, if the contribution of christianity is to be given its full meaning.
I am not posing here the problem of the historical existence of
christ. what is important is that about twenty centuries agq men
conceived an unlimited human community and-a form of life which
was the- ffrst preffguration of the whole man, through his feeling of
personal responsibility for this totality for which he was prepared Jven
to die. This life and this death, perceptible through th" li*it"tiors
of the era which formed an image of them, give ,r ihe highest model
of freedom and love a,,d of man's perception of an inffnite destiny.
However, a literal adherence to the Gospel texts removes that which
makes of Christ's life andl death an example for men, by stripping
him of his human character.
His birth is no longer natural: he ceases to be a model for me because as the son of a Virgin he has been torn away from the human

is self-transcendent.*

This daily em€rgence of that which is transcendent takes prace
each time something new is added to the human form, in scieirtiffc
research or in artistic creation, in love when it is capable of reaching

condition,

His life also breaks away from mankind when he is given the
attributes of a miracle-working magician, such as one ffnds in the
primitive religions.
Even his death is stolen from us: this splendid death of the man
who feels responsible for the destiny of all and who gives his life
its meaning and its beauty by sacriffcing it on behalf of all mankindthis is not a real death because he is made to rise again.
of the greatest awakeners of liberty and love was separated
- llusus-one
from
as an example by being removed irom the red hiJtory of
men and made something other than a man: a myth like other myths,
a being bor_n _ o! a God like the heroes of dlympus, performing
miracles as did the idols, and rising up (as did Dionysius) with the
return of spring.
So that freedom is no longer human,Iiberty, but a divine gift. That
Iove is not of this world: I am taught that it already exists-and that
thri* has already redeemed us. The history of human struggles for
freedom and unity is no longer anything but a trumped-rif story,
because we are already redeemed.
The myth, like a parasite, conceals what is fundamental.
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the point of self-giving, either through death, or through a socia-i
revolution to end exploitation and alienation, or througlia national
liberation movement to end the oppression and. delrumanization
of man.
Transcendence is the experience by which man becomes aware
that he is a budding god.
This ground can surely be a meeting-place for Marxists determined
to.understand, integrate, and realize the "human basis" of christianity,
with christians who understand the puriffcatory value of Marxism
with regard to all disincarnated spiritualisms, and who are determined not to abandon the struggle.
Are_this dialogue and this perspective of cooperation and common
struggle and striving a utopiaP
We do not think so.
we believe that more and more christians are coming to meet us
along this path.
Accordingly as the pressuro within the christian masses becomes
increasingly stronger, urging the refusal to interfere in the realm of
science; urging menr not to regardl technological progress as a temptation of satan, but a legitimate affirmation of the power and grandtur
of man; urging that the hierarchy of social classes and social iiequality
no longer be sanctioned as an institution willed by God in exfiation
*Honest to Goil, page 62 (SCM paperback edi,tion).
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of srn; ygrnS that private ownership of the means of production no
longer be considered a guarantee of personal freedom-; urging that
men no longer cry anathema at Socialism and Communisni, but on
the contrary recognize them as an organization of human relationghips which is superior to capitalism; urging that the love of life,
Icnowledge, and happiness no longer be coniidered as evil lusts of
the flesh,-as this pressure becomes stronger within the christian
rnasses, to the point where it can loosen and break the hold of economic_ and
powers that identify the d'estiny of the church
with that of-political
their own privileges, a tremendous proipect of cooperation and joint struggle is opened before us.
Then the problem of relations between Christians and Communists will no longer be posed solely in terms of dialogue, but as
an opp_ortunity to teach one another and to strive together, to overcome the forces of the past and of death, to work together on the
never-ffnished task of building a "civitas humana."

,l;

For the Chrlstians as for tha
it is in history that man
comes to lcnaus hi,mself anil all

it

Mar*ist

else,

Marxism as PropaedeuticIt is more and more evident that any rapprochement of Marxists
and christians in the united states will have to begin on the level
of ideas rather than of action. If the editors of Thi New Repubtic
in an otherwise balanced treatment of the october demonstrations
against trre war in vietnam could go ofi on a gratuitous excursion
chi{ing the Students for a Democratic society for their indifierence
to communist inftltration,l it is obvious that even on the entightened
left there can be no common front with Marxists in any
,ro
"irr"
matter how laudable and no matter how pure the Marxist
contribution may be. Nor is this in any way surprising. The wounds of the
past have yt y9t he-aled; and it cannot ba denLd that many of the
tactics and goals of American Marxists in the past ofier not the
slightest foundation for mutual trust in the future.'
Yet
are dangers in livin_g in the past and in assuming that while
$igre
oneself
pro_gressing in wisdom onets enemies remain "always the
is
same-]ohn xxlll ought to have proved a better instructor in history
.

r:"

* Thi. editorial prepared by Justus.George
Lawler, Editor of contirunr,m,
reprinted with permission from its Autumn, 1966 issue. Tt i"rr" ;;p"opr"-

deutic" refers to a su jeet or couxse of study introduciorylo-""otfi"r.
"
a.
is conceived as an introd-uctory to cftstia;i;;: which
in.the writer's opinion ofers the fuller compretrension of ,u"-""a trr"

used here Marxism
universe.

(we

1,,

1.
shall ibe seeing a variety of demonstrations and counter-demonstrations in c911ing weeks. Respecting their eonstitutional righis io asse*bte,
spealr gnd petition does not mean respecting every tactic lhat is usea.
rn
our judgment for example, the Students for-a Oe-oc"aiic S;;i.fu dJ trr*oselves and their aims a disservice by welcoming communists-irr-iireiirurrt
s,
_and 'br making a virtue out of indifference to tle possibilityof Co*munists
Ig"o*r"s the,dominant voice i-n, their organizatioin.-Th; ;r,p;;".J"r tu"
Iiberal and labor movements with commrinist infiltration i"-trr"-;i-o;r'o"grrt
not to be brushed aside as irrelevant. And although tte-si"o-soviet split
-,co-*.rJi.t,
las spawned varieties of- Marxists toda& and ttie t.r*
i"
far more- arnbiguous than it was during the Korean war, E clear distinction
reurains between the advocates of a democratic soeiety i"i iu*u-rono
*iur,
to destroy it.', The New Rryblic, Oct 90, 1g66.
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than this. Though the old anticommunist slogans continue to be
invoked with all the vigor of a decade-and-a-half ago, and the
communist menace continues to provide a livelihood for its profes-

sional exorcists, most Americans would be hard put to deffne exactly
what in the immediate present is the nature of this continuing conspiracy and in what speciffcally its present danger lies. Nevertheless,
and understandably, given the tardy irreversibility of any obsolete
popular assumption, there is little possibility of even the most innocuous active collaboration between American Marxists and any
signiffcant group within American society.
But how, then, is conversi,on to be wrought? How is any kind of
modiffcation, any kind of development or regression to be achieved?
We can hardly expect presumably desirable ameliorations to result
from the unending treatment of Marxists as in efiect criminally and
incurably insane. We cannot anticipate any improvement if the
only curative offered by those who boast of the soundness of their
own health is incarceration or isolation.
If there cannot be collaboration, there must at least be collision of
antagonist views, there must at least be encounter on the level of
ideology and of idea.z For the elementary truth is that conversation
is not contamination; and since talk is cheap even the most fundamentalist Birchers should not begrudge their Christian neighbors
some slight expenditure. But a difficulty considerably more grave
than the widespread opposition to any discussion with communists
whatever is raised by the fact that every dialogue assumes at least
a minimum of shared beliefs, and it does seem that between a pro.
fessed atheist and a professed theist all common ground has been
eroded. Disregarding for a moment the haziness attached to any
dbffnition of "atheism"-for it is patent that an atheist totally committed to the en aaant is by the fact committed to the en hauF-and
assuming for the mornent that the "religious" barrier rs insuperable,
one may still wonder why men in controversy must seek to locate
their community of interests in a factor which, no matter how

thomrna, Paris, 1959, p, 346,

2I

i2 grder to bring_about either a socialist utopia or the New
Jerusalem;
is not ordained immediately to some programmatic future, whether
that future be deffned as the classless-soJety or the omega point.

it

This work is undertaken for no ultimate temporal achiZvement,
thoueh temporal achievements are its surest sigirs, but simply be-

2. For the radical need of dialogue on the social plane, see Louis Jansaets, Libertd de conscience et l;i,bertd religiouse, Paris, 1964, pp. 120 fi.;
for a phenomenology of dialogue between believer and unbeliever, see
Maurice Bellott, Ceur qui perd,ent la foi, P.aris, 1966, part one.

B. Of the Christian ('en haut" anil the Marxist "erL avant," Teilhard
remarks: "Two religious forces frorn now on colliding in the heart of
every man; two forces, we have just seen, which are weakened and dissipated if one isolates them." "Le coeur du probldme," in L'Aoenir ile
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primary some mav feel it to be in reality, is secondary in their
own experience: why, that is, Christians and Marxists must seek
a common ground in their diverging approach to the notion of a
supreme being. The theological idea of God is so cluttered with
ecclesiastical and sociological accretions, and the idea of Marxist
atheism is so'encumbered with the animus of eighteenth and nineteenth
conflicts, that in the present both ideas are largely
cultural-century
constructs-which like all constructs ought to be periodtcally razed.
The common basis for any discussion of essentials must be a datum
which
frr_ as possible, unmediated by anything ideological or
ir, I
notional. This datum is the human experience of ltself. frh"t it
radical to Marxist and christian is not their rejection or acceptance
of the idea of God as such, but rather their serxe of rnan in hlstory.
when Teilhard said that what is of importance in Marxism is not its
atheism but its hurnanism,I-e implied Jso that what is of importance
in Christianity is not its "theism" but its humanism;a for if is only
through humanity and its achievements that a christian can affirm
his belief-not in theism but-in a divine person. For the christian
as for the Marxist it is in history that man comes to know himself
and all else. And it is in the analysis of this common commitment
to
]hlmaking of history, to the work of the temporal that Marxist
and Christian meet.
such an analysis will bring out that for neither the Marxist nor
the christian can this work be conceived of as something undertaken for "social betterment," as a kind of patronizing ,rrir"iu"rr""
and dominadon of the earth; to so conceive it woJd be to fall
victim to the colonialism of the intellect. It is not, then, a work
do,,e merely to assure a sharing in the "fruits of the earthj' though
this is its necessary concomitant. Nor therefore can it be a work doie

'1

lit
:

n

Jll

s

_4. cf.r "consider at this moment the two extrernes: here a Marxist and
there a christian, both convinced_ of their partieular -a".tri"", trTr, a.",
one presumes, radically motivaterl by an equal faith in *",,. i. -it
not
certain, is it not a f*ct- oi.gverr-a{y e*p"rierce, it*t tiilr"'#o'rr"r,
-oite,
-(that
precisely
tir"v i""i--.rct
!o tt_" {egree that they berieve
to
believe) strongly in the future of the-wolld, experience one ior-tte-otrrer,
man to man, a fundamental sympathy?,,
"Da Foi en l,homme,;-iUli.,

p,

ZAZ,
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is, unselfconsciously, unProgrammatically in the very act
of "spiritualiringi' reality-others may prefer to say "ordering," "oroause

it
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preceded and followed him, and which has been enshrined in

M,ANXISM

ganiziag," "transforming"-that man exercises best his own humanity
ind so grows up to his full stature;r and so approximates, the Christian

Christian devotionalism up to the present.
Undoubtedly this shared commonwealth of Marxist and Christian
still leaves vast difierences that separate the two; but they are largely
differences that relate to the indiscernible-though not therefore necessarily unlmown-future. What is important is that both Christian
and Marxist begin from a compatible notion of man's relation to the
world, that both see a kind of salvation through the universe. And
iust as Christians axe now learning that the natural law is not
a body of ready-made tenets given from somewhere on high, but a
law to be discovered in the concrete events of an evolving history,
so the Marxist will learn that the God the Christian worships is not
in some "great beyond' but is in the present actuality sf +hings.
In classical Marxist thought the idea of God, like that of private
property, \ryas seen as a force for alienation. But sueh an idea of
God is fo,roded on a distorted theology. The only reality that can
alienate man from his true selfness is falsity to what i.s. Man can rebel
against some antbroPomo{phic Yahweh, even against the God of
the churches. Man cannot rebel against the being that he is; and
if this being that he is, is somehor.ts also the being of God, then rebellion against this latter is the only real alienation of self: Deus est
obtwliter ego ipse. History is written around the attempt to make
a dochine of such rebellion, to set the being of man against the
being of God; but no matter how formulatedl, such an attempt is an
impossibility. Regrettably it is the formulations that most men think
they are living and dying for, and it is on the level of such formulations that the alleged essential contradiction of Marxism by C:trristi-

would say, the ideal man: Christ.
It is in,the implications of their engaging in the work of the world
that Christian and Marxist can ffnd a common basis for dialogue.
"The mystical body of Christ," Pius XII wrote, "as the members who
oonstitute i! does not mufle itself in the abstrac! outside the
flucfuations of space and time; it is not and cannot be separated from
the world which surounds it."o And this, because it is in. the world
that the mystical body achieves self-understanding. Tawney has.
not without some derision, observed that, "The last of the Schoolmen
was Karl Marx."? The mot is justiffed because it was St. Ihomas who
emphasized that, "It was a serious error in those of whom Augustine
speala to assume that it does not matter what men think of the
created universe so long as they think rightly concerning God. For
error in the matter of the universe means false opinion about God.
. . ."8 And while the dimension of history seems seriously lacking
in St. Thomas-though less seriously, as Father Max SecHer has
shown,0 than modern critics of Thomism triumphantly proclaimthere is no doubt that his sense of the real eausality of creatures
and of man as an incarnate spirit represents a more organic view
of the worth of the temporal than the oversimplifted platonism which
6. rWhat passes from each of us into the mass of humanity by means

of inventioa,

importance.

I

of all sor:ts is admittedly of vital
to stress its phyletic value and no

education and diffusion

have sufficiently tried

one can.accuse me of belittling it. But, with that accepted, I am ibound to
admi,t that, in these contributions to the colleetivity, far from transrnitting
the most precious, v/e are bequeathing, at the upmost, only the shadow of
ourgelves. Our works? But even in the interest of life in general, what is
the work of human works if arot to establish in and by means of each one
of us, an absolutely original centre in which the universe reflesUs itself

i'n a unique and inimitable way? And those centres are our very

selves

and personalities. The very centre of our consciousness, deeper than all
its radii, that is the essence which Omega, if it is to be truly O.mega, must
reclaim. And thie essence is obviously uot something of whieh we can
dispossess ourselves for the benefft of others as we might give away a coat
or pass on a torch. For we are the very flame of that torch.' The Phenortuenon of Man, New York, 1959, p. 261.
6. Text in Etttiles, June, 1949.
7. Reli.gtion o,nil the Riee of Capitalism, New York (Mentor Books),
1947, p. 89.
8 Su'truna contro genhi.lae, lI., 8.
9, Dae Heil, in der Gesclnoh'is, Munich, 1964.
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anity is situated.
The atheism of &e Marxist is only a pseudo-problem for the
Christian. Though the Marxist may be convinced that the idea of
God alienates man from himself, though he may think &e Christian
axiom, Inmo mngis Dei quarn sui ipsius, is only a decepive tautology
-tfiis matters very little: the Christian lcnous better. It wil not, of
course, convert the Marxist for the Christian to say, as he may and
should say, with Cardinal Newman, "I know because I know be'
cause I lrrow because I know, etc."; but precisely becauso the
ChrisUan can say this, precisely because he does Inow, he is enablecl
to recognize the conflict of theism v. atheism as not of the ffrst order,
and as certainly no barrier to dialogue. The "drama of atheist humanism" is a drama in the exact sense of not being a redity in life:
it is the creation of ideology, scheme, program-again, factors of
signiffcance, but simply not of the ftrst signiffcance.

8o

potmcAr, f,trrlns

Moreover, to the degee that Marxism is faithful to its humanisdc
heritage-and no one doubts that its in,ftdelities have been as outas have those of the churches to their own heritage-it is
_rageous
bound to errgender a religious attitude among its followers, ui yo*".

foresaw when he predicted that the fulftllment of the communist
ideal would be paralleled by a great religious revival.ro Reli$on is
deffned as a relationship to the sacred, and the "sacyed" for cliristian
and for Marxist can_ only be deftned as the breakthrough of the
inferior- reality by the
_superior: the breaktluough of irauer by
spirit, the christian would say. The very fact thai Marxists believe
in a dialectic _open1 the
to the acknowledgement of ,,spirit,,,
-way
as is fairly evident from the tortuous logic that has been marshilled,
as well as frorn the tyranny of orthodoxy that has had to be imposed
upon soviet theoreticians, in order to maintain that the dialectic is
totally one of matter. But there can be no dialectic without a genuine duality, and thus "diamat" is a contradiction in terms: a conclusion which Gustav wetter has shown even Marxists are hesitantly
b,eqjnnilg to accept-though Fr. Wetter may be faulted for taking
philosophical credenda more_seriously than they deserve in his gloi
on, Dfuini redernptoris' condemnation of communism as "intrinsically evil."u
In seeking to amrm- t_he_ autonomy of man, Marxists have simply
.been,
afirming what the christian would cafl the transcendence-oi
the human spirit. Religion as well as any other doctine or program
becomes all gprate when this transcendence is frustrated. Theieli"$on
against which Marxism was originally rebelling was a religion in
which in the name of a more or less accurate deffnition of .,Gof,,' men
,r11"-d away from_the world, turned away ftom that act of spi,ritwlizing matter-other terms may be suppiied ad libitum-in *t i"t
alone man experien_ces- his being, e*peiGrrces its contio,gency and
its vocation to the absolute.
It is true the christian believes he knows this absorute more fully
than can the non-christian; he knows it not merely by the livei
e_xperience- of his aptitude for it, but also by reason oi hir belief
that this absolute has entered into the contingent in the person of
a human being: christ. The christian, therefore, berieves ihat there
is a termina] point to man's temporal task of spiritualization. But
such a belief in no way prevents him from r""ogririrrg the immense
10. Cited by L6opold Sfiar Senghor, p. E2; see note 12 below.
1!, Dialectical, Material;iszn, New York, 1g6g, pp. B4g ff., and p.

660.
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those who, while uncertain of the fufure, have
of the world on the work of the world, and
who have taught to many Christians the true meaning of ransoming
the time. Such a belief not only does not prevent the Christian frmr
seeking a rapprbchement with Marxism, it positively invites him
to do so.
It is good news, then, that The Phenomerwn of Mon is shortly to
appear in a Russian translation. For if it is true that Marxism
has taught many Christians the meaning of temporal engagement,
and has thus been for them a kind of instructor in salvation-histor/,
it may be equally true that Teilhard will be able to lesson Marxists
in the meaning of the eschaton. Such would seem to have been, the
exprience of at least one major Marxist who is now a convinced
Teilhardian.
In Pierre Teilh.ard d.e Cha.rdin et ln politique africalne, L6opold
S6dar Senghor,l2 President of the republic of Senegal, describes tho
failure of black racism to provide a constructivo alternative to
colonialism, and he remarks that Manrism provodi to be the ffrst
instrument of liberation-though an instrument destined to be superseded: "The essential merit of Marx is not that of having taught us
political economy, as one might suppose, but humanism. . . ."12 Yot
"humanism" is an intellectual and an intellectuals ideal, and the
broad appeal of Marx to the African Negro was nevertheless economic, it was the provision of a program for breaking with horrors of
the kind sketched ia Heart of Darkness and still existent in Angola
and Katanga. The history of the A-frican's disenchantment with
Marxism is of little immediate interest here: on the practical level
it had to do with the universalist pretensions of communism and
its dtsdain for the notion of negritude, and on a more abstract plane
with its afiront to the spiritual dispositions of the A.fricans: :'The
core of the debate is in the Marxian conception of matter."l3 According to Senghor, Marx's genius lay in realizing the signiffcance of
dialectic in history, and, "if Marx had remained in this dialectical
vision of the world, if he had gone up to the end of the historical
naovernent, no doubt he would have satisffed our hopes. . . . But
ho didnt, because his conception of matter remained weighted
down by mec[ranism and: his dialectic by logical determinism."

contribution

of

focussed the attenUon

12. Paris, 1962; the essay, "Art and the Elalboration ol the Human
Spirit" (Continuum, Spring, 1965), was translated from this sanre number
of the Calui.ars Piet've Tailhard de Cha.rdin.
18. Ibid"., p. 23.
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Marx's belief that the "world of ideas" is only the material world
into the human mind was alien to the
African view of reality. Senghor, who is also a distinguished po"t"
foundr
It repugnant that for Marx "ideas, reli$on, morality, art
are only the 'reflections,' the 'echoes' of material realities, more
precisely of economic realities."la
It was Teilhard who opened the way out of the dead-ends of
classical Marxism as the Africans encountered it. It was Teilhard,
Senghor maintains, who showed the Africans the possibility of
contributing to the coming universal civiuzation of mankind without
having to sacrifice the values of their "negrifude." Nevertheless, the
President of Senegal observes, "Teilhard completes Marx more than
he eontradicts him: he accomplishes Marx's nio-hurnanism."16
The witress of Leopold S6der Senghor is not unquestionably conclusive mainly because he speaks as one reared in an inteliectual
tradition which is as much European as it is African, but his is an
ryno1""t v_oice- particularly among those former colonial peoples
who have already sought to develop a native form of sociaf,srri If
one believes in scrutinizing the signs of the times for their christian
import, one may ffnd another indication of the role of Marxisrn as
propaedeutic to Christianity in this widespread appeal of communism in precisely those lands where the christian faith has never
been planted. It is a paradox that Marxism has been embraced, not
in that western Europe from which it derived its diagnosis of social
ills and for which it prescribed its nostrums, but rathei in that world
which has never known Christianity.
Christian man, Iike Marxist maq is Antaean man: he must keep
in contact with the earth. And even though the christian beliwei
that Antaeus has a conqueror, that the eiclusively Antaean vision
must be surpassed in a
vision, this need' not prevent the
-gieater
two gian s yoking their forces
in the present movemenf of history.
It matters very little now that the christian is convinced of the
ffnal impossrbllity of building here the lasting city and that he must
look for another which is to come. It matters very little now that
the christian believes the time will come when the earth shall no
longer sustain Arrtaean man, when he must be lifted up by him
who said that if h.-_bg lifted up he would draw ar1 tlings unto
himseu. Antaeus will be lifted up by that incarnate word'which
the Christian poet, Milton, explicitly compared to Hereules.lo
transposed and translated

t4. Ibid,., pry. 27,28,29.
16. Ibid,., p, 84,
16. "On the Morning of Ohrist,s Nativitn,

22g.
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The Marxist does not believe this and need not believe it now.
While eschatology will remain, the underlying point of division, it
is, by deffnition, a point which has not yet been realized, a point
rooted in the future. In the meanwhile, in the pasch where man
presently is, the Marxist can reply to the Christian "expectation of
the coming" in the words of Roger Garaudy. "Our task as communists is to crown the highest dreams and the improbable hopes
of man; it is to ofier them their concrete fulffllment, so that even
Christians may ffnd on our earth the beginnings of their heaven."17

MARXISM AS

17. Cahiers d,u Com,,ntuti.sme, luillet-Aout, 1963.

All religion,

hotoeoer, is rwthing but the fantastic refleaion
in men's mi,nds of those external forces which control their daily
life, a reflection in nthi,ch the temestrial forces o.sflnne the form

of supernatural forces. ln the beginnings of history it was the
forces of natwe uhich u;ere first so reflected, anil which in the
course of further eoolution und.erwent the most ma.nifolil and,
oaried personificationa anlon the oarious peoples. . . . But it is
not long before, side by side with the forces of nature, social
forces begin to be actioe-forces rnhich confront flutn as equally
alien ard, at first equally inexplicable, dominating him with tLw
some apparent natwal necessity as the forces of rwture themseloes. The fantostic figures, rohich at first only reflected the
mysterious forces of natrne, at this point acquire socia.l attributes, become represe:ntatiaes of the forces of history, , . .

Marx and, Engek, On Religion, pp. 147-48.
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The dialogue between Catholics and Communists in this country
has so far developed principally on the level of probing the possibilities of unity of action despite ideological difierences. Mr. Lawler,
however, takes a pessimistic view of the possibilities of practical
collaboration at this time in the light of the intense anti-Communism
which still prevails. He proposes instead to examine the possibilities
of ideological rapprochement pending the time when ioint action

may prove more feasible.
We believe that Mr. Lawler is mistaken in his initial premise. The
evidence he cites-the Neus Republic's editorial rebuke to Students
for a Dernocratic Society for opening its doors to Communists-can
serve equally well to support the opposite of the conclusion he draws.
For the decision of SDS which provoked the editorial is itself already
a
breach in the wall of anti-Communism and a noteworthy
-signiffcant
advance toward collaboration between Communists and non-Communists. Nor is this an isolated instance; other examples could readily
be cited, not only within the Left but beyond its ranls. Not leaJt
among them is the dialogue which has been opened up by Pope
John's
encyclical Pacem in Temis,
To be sure, anti-Communism is still rampant andl the path to its
extinction is a long and thorny one. But what stands out on today's
scene is the decline of its inlluence and the spreading awareness of
its poisonous character. The fact is that old wounds arebeinghealed,
albeit slowly, and that wisdom has grown, on both sides. Above all, the
wholesale slaughter of men, women and children in Vietnam in the
name of "anti-Commun,ism" is driving home to growing numbers the
in-consistency and the folly of excluding Communists from the unity
of action of those striving to put an end to such crimes. To en.
deavor to expand this comprehension and to strengthen the collaboration of all who stand for peace and social progress is essential now

if the battle is to be won.
Wha We Haoe in Com,m,on

At the same time, the questions of practical collaboration and ideo
logical rapprochement are by no means divorced from one another,
34

and even meaningful dialogue presuppose at least
of community of beliefs and purposes. It ii useful, therefore, to explore the extent of the coincidence o{ views, to make clear
the nah*e of the difierences and to debate them with the aim of
creating better mutual understanding. This Mr. Lawler proceeds
jo1n,t action

sonne degree

to

do.

It

- is signiffcant that he ffnds an impressive range of common ground
between christians and communisis, and moie, that he coisiders
this area of agreement to be fundamental. He says:
. . . What is radical to Marxist and Christian is not their reiection

or acceptance of God as such, but rather their sense of man in
history. When Teilhard said that what is of importance in Marx-

ism is not its atheism but its hum,anism, he implied that what is of
importance in Christianity is not its 'theismt but its humanism;
for it is only through humdnity and its achievements that a christian
can conffrm his belief-not in'theism but-in a divine person. For a
christian as for the Marxist it is in history that man 6o*"s to know
himself and all else. And it is in the analysis of this common commitment to the making of history, to the work of the temporal
that Marxist and Christi-an meet.

What Christian and Marxist share, he believes, is an essential humanism and a sense of man in history, of man as a being engaged
in a constant process of self-fulftllment through his traniformation
of r-eality. "It is in the implications of their engaging in the work
of the world," he concludes, "that Christian and-Mlrxist can ffnd. a
for dialogue."
To credit Marxists-and in particular Communists-with humanism
11- a fgr cry from the anathema formerly invoked by the Catholic
Church against "Godless Communism."- The idea ihat humanism
is peculiarly inherent in neither belief nor disbelief in God is shared by
communists. It is implicit in the rejection of atheism as a necessary
condition for membership in Communist parties, expressed in the
pamphlet catholics and com,manists (Political Afiairs publishers,
New York, 19@1, p. 4) in these words:
com,mon basis

Nor do Communists judge people politically on the basis of
whether or not they are ieligiouS. eomiaunist pirties seek to'unite
all workers in struggle for"a commor.
*rrd ,rorr"*rr"jbefievers
believers alike. Thby do not think workers
should be divided in
r,""h struggle.by ciifierences on religious doctrine. Hence they
1
do not make atheism a condition for irembership, and include in
-

their ranks practicing adherents of all religions.
To this the Draft Program of the Communist party adds:

g8
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. . . We recognize many positive, humanist values in ethical and
moral precepts of the sever-al religions. We salute the increasing
attempis of iocial-minded religiouiindividuals and groupt to aPPly
the p6sitive preceptS of their Iaiths to the struggle for a better life
on elrth. fsalufary development of our time has been the growing involvement of 6lergyme,ir of all faiths, frequeltly on the front
liries, in the battles foihvil rights, Peace, civil liberties and economic welfare. To all such efioits wd extend the welcome hand of
friendship and solidarity. (Neo Progrotn.of the Corumunist Party,
U.S.A.-A Draft, New York, 1966, p. 116.)
The French Communist theoretician Roger Garaudy goes further.
of what Marx called "the human basis of Christianity,"
he calls attention to the debt which Marxism owes to Christianity:
"The concept of Christian love according to which I do not }rrow
myself, and only fulffll myself in and through others, is the highest
image that man can have of himself and of the meaning of life; and
this is why Marxism would ffnd itself impoverished to a certain ex'
tent if it had no lcnowledge of Saint Augustine, Saint ]ean de Ia Croix,
or Th6rdse d'Avila." ("We fue Struggling in Behalf of Man," reprinted in this issue. )
Here, then, lies the foundation of dialogue-and of cooperation.
This foundation is coming to be more clearly grasped both among
Communists and within the Catholic Church. Mr. Lawler's views
are shared by a growing number of Catholics. At the same time,
however, the contrary position persists in Catholic circles. A recent expression of it is t}rat presented by Dale Francis ("Dialogue With
Atheists: Two Views," Otr Sunday Visi,tor, May 1, 1966). The starting
point of any dialogue, he asserts, must be the fact that Communists
deny the existence of a transcendent God whereas Christians afirm it.
Consequently, he argues, "the vision of Christianity starts with man
while the vision of Communism starts with humanity." He conSpeaking

cludes:

This is the beginning of the basic difierence between us, and if
our dialogue is [o be ieally dialogue it must originate _here. We
certainly tan work togethi:r to meet problems lnutually shared,
but any real cooperatibn between Christians and Communists is
ffnallv dependent on facins this basic difierence between our visioos'-ooe'of man as havi]ns an inherent worth of his own and
society's deriving its worth fiom man; the other of-soc-iety's hqving
a worth of its own and mari's deriving whatever value he may have
from the fact that he is one of the cogs in society.

Mr. Dale insists that he favors dialogue, indeed that it is necessary,
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but that Christians must approach it by taking the offensive. "Then
let Cornmunism defend itself," he says, "let it defend the indignities
heaped upon manr in the name of humanity, let it defend itself for
its denial of the inherent worth of the individual that shows in its
denial of human freedom wherever Communism gains power."
We submit that this offers no basis whatever for rapprochement.
Cooperation and dialogue can no more be made conditional upon
Communists giving up their atheism than it can upon Christians
grving up their belief in God. Moreover, Mr. Dale's view is based
on acceptance of the old falsehood that Communism is incompatible
with human freedom, whereas on the contrary it is only through a
socialist reconstruction of society which releases man from the bonds
of econornic exploitation that the Christian love to which Roger
Garaudy refers can be realized.
True, instances of errors and abuses on the part of Communists
may be cited. But then it is not difficult to show that the record, of
the Catholic Church as a defender of human freedom leaves much to
be desired. However, all this is beside the point. The real question
is: what are Christians and Communists prepared to do in the struggles for peace, freedom and economic well-being nousP
In this connection it is worth noting that the most outspoken exponents of anti-Communism in the Catholic Church are as a rule
also among those most strongly opposed to participation in such
struggles. Particularly notorious is the case of Cardinal Mclntyro
of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles, who vigorously discourages any
participation in the peace or civil rights movements while he actively lends the facilities and infuence of the Church to the estabIishment of a variety of organizations and activities of an ultra-Right
character.$

The insistence that Communists abandon their atheistic views,
thereforg is not really a call to dialogue; it is rather a demand that
they abandon their political principles and join the ranks of reaction.
The position of Mr. Lawler and others is a welcome departure
from such views as those of Mr. Francis. And it is most encouraging
that it is their position which is in the ascendancy.
Our Differences

We turn next to Mr. Lawler's judgment of the nature of the dif* See for example, A. V. Krebs, Jr., ,,Catholicism in Los Angeles: A
Church of Silence," Commonweal, July 10, 1g64. The situation he describes

eontinues

virtually unchanged.
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ferences between'Christians and Marxists. These difierences, he believes, though great are but secondary and "are largely differences

that relate to the indiscerniblo . . . future." In essence, he argues
that the atheism of the Marxist must pass, that the Marxist, if he
sincerely functions as such, must be led to the vision of the Christian.
]ust as the Christian has learned from the Marxist the true mean'
ing of natural law and the importance of engaging in the world's
work, "so the Marxist will learn that the God the Christian worships
is not in some'great beyond,'but is in the present actuality of things."
Man cannot rebel against such a God; to do so is to rebel against one's
own being, since "God is virtually I myself."
Ho adds:

IDEOTOGY
O9
action. Truth . . . became in the hands of Hegel no longer an
aggregate_ of ffaished dogmatic statements, which dnee discoiered,
had merely to be learnedby heart. Truth lay now in the procurr of
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aognition itself, in the long historical development of scierice, which
mounts from lower to evei higher levels of icnowledge without ever
reaching, by discovering so-cilled absolute truth, a"point at which
it- ca-n
no further. . . . And what holds good for the realm
-proceed
of philosophic lanowledge holds good also for t-hat of everv other
kinll of
and iJso fo_r piactical afiairs. Just as kno'wledge
-kriowledg-e

is unable to reach a perfected fermination in a perfect, ideal coidition of humanity, so ,s history unable to do soi a perfect society,
a perfect "state,"'are things ,rit i"t can exist onlv in imagination.
\lyady Feuerbach, International Publishers, N6w york,"pp. 2l22.)

Moreover, to the degree that Marxism is faithful to its humanistic
heritage . . . it is bound to engender a religious attitude -among its
follow"ers. . . . Religion is defi"ned as a rei-ationship to the sac-red,
and the "sacred" foi Christian and for Marxist can only be deffned

Hegel, however, encases his dialectics in an attempt to construct
a complete philosophical system-in short, to discover the absolute
truth. He be$ns, therefore, with the concept of the "absolute idea,,
oxisting prior to and apart from the world of nature and man. This
absolute idea alienates itself, that is, transforms itself into nature.
Thereby the whole process of natural evolution, human history and
the development of human thought becomes in essence an unfolding__of the alr_eady-existing absolute idea. Engols states: "According

Finally, what the Marxist looks upon as the transformation of
matter is in reality the "act af spi,rittnli,zi,ng mafrer . . . in which alone
man experiences his being, experiences its contingenry andr its voca'
tion to the absolute." The absolute has already entered into the
contingent in the person of Christ (the ideal man), and so "there is
a terminal point to man's temporal task of spiritualinngJ'
Toward these Christian beliefs the Marxist must tend. It is in this
sense that Mr. Lawler sees Marxism as ProPaedeutic*as introductory to Christianity. From the Marxist viewpoint, however, it can
successfully be argued, we believg that the reverse is true, that it
is rather Christianity which is propaedeutic.
The materialist dialectics of Marx derives from the idealist dialectics of Hegel. The great contribution of Hegel's philosophy lies
in his recognition that endless change is inherent in all things, that
everything carries within itself the seeds of its own desh'uction and

to-Hegel, dialectics is the self-development of the concept. The abconeept does not only exist-where unlnown-from eternity, it
is also the actual ,living soul of the whole existing world." eudwig
Feuerbach, p. 53.)
In the course of development, the absolute idea comes to conscious
cognition in the mind of man, and human history tends ultimately
towards its full cognition and its realization in the world of human
affairs. For Hegel the first was achieved in his philosophy and the
second in the Prussian state under Bismarck.

as the breakthrough of the inferior reality by the superior: the
breakthrough of riatter by spirit, the Christiani would say. The
very fact t[at Marxists beiieve in a dialectic opens the way to the
acktnwledgment of "spirit" . . . there can be n6 dialectic without a
genuine d'uality, and thus "diamat" is a contradiction in terms. . . .

its replacement by something new which in its turn perishes and is replaced by its successor. Frederick Engels writes that

. . . precisely here lay the true signiftcance and the revolutionary
and for ail
chardae, of'the Heg6tan philosoi'hy
-att. . . that it once
dealt the deathblow [o the finalitybf

products of human thought

so\te

The Morxist Resolutian

The contradiction is obvious: on the one hand the inherently inffn'human
ite nature of the process of development, whether of nature, of
history_or of human lnowledge; on the other the coming to an end
of all developments with the realization oI an a priori aisolute idea.
It was Marx who saw clearly the root of this contradiction in the positing of the independent existence and primacy of an absorute idea
governing the development of the material world, itself but a crude
copy of the idea. It was Marx who saw the resolution of the contradietion in the materialist view of the dialecHcal process as a property
of matter itseU and of ideas as reflecting material reality.
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Hegel had reversed the relationship. "This ideolo$cal reversal,"
wrote Engels, "had to be done away with. We comprehended the
concepts in our heads onee more materialistically-as images of real
things instead of regarding the real things as images of this or that
stage of development of the absolute concept. Thus dialectics reduced
itself to the science of the general laws of motion-both of the external
world and of thought. . . ." (Ludwig Feuerbach, p.54,)
In doing this, Marx elucidated the true relationship between mart's
striving to lcnow himself and the universe fully and the impossibility
of doing so. He saw the contradiction as expressing itself in an inffnite process of social development and an inftnite expansion of human knowledge, with no terminal point. As Roger Garaudy puts it
in the article cited above, "Marx thus 'opened' man to this inffnito
dimension."

Marxism does not deny the existence of the spiritual. Matxian dialectics recognizes matter and mind, nature and spirit as unities of
opposites. What it does deny is the independent existence of the
spiritual, its primacy. On the contrary, it sees matter as primary and the
spiritual as related to and derived from the material-and in its turn
influencing it. This is how Marxists see the process of "spiritualizing"
matter.

Herein lies the meaning of the materialism and atheism of the
Marxist. This atheism is not a mere rejection of an anthropomorphic
or a traditional concept of God; it is a reiection of any idea that man
is governed by supernatural forces beyond his control, whether these
be conceived of as existing "out thero" or within man and that which
surrounds him.
This materialist world view is the foundation of science and scientiffc method. Indeed, scientiffc method is predicated on the proposition
that there are no independent entities existing outside of space and
time and hence not subject to observation or control. On this proposition rests the claim of science that its results offer a valid basis for

prediction. And the validity of this claim-and with it of the materialist outlook-is, we believe, more than amply demonstrated by the
spectacular achievements of modern science, achievements which
are laying ever ffrmer material foundations for the spiritual liberation
of man. Marxism represents the application of scientiffc method to
the investigation and transformation of human society itself; as such
it is necessarily materialist in its fundamental outlook.
It seems to us, therefore, that the direction of ideological development is not that which Mr. ,Lawler envisions but the opposite. Historically, Marxism arose, as we have noted, through the liberation
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of dialectics from its idealist shell. The trend today is not toward a
reversion to Hegelian idealism or its Christian counterpart; this would
be a step backward. On the contrary, the present-day world is marked
by the growing prevalence of the materialist world view and the
ever wider currency of Marxist ideas. And this, as we have sought
to indicate, is the necessary course of advance.

Mr. Lawler cites to the contrary, the adoption by
L6opold S6dar Senghor of the ideas of the theologian Teilhard de
Chardin, represents in our opinion not an advance from Marxism btrt
a retreat from it. Space forbids a detailed discussion of Mr. Senghor's views. Suffice it to point out here that his ideological reversion
to idealism and mysticism is reflected in his conception of socialism,
which is likewise a return to the past. Of his book African Socialism,
Idris Cox writes ("Africa and Socialism," Wmld, Marxist Reoiew,
llhe

case which

February 1966):
The most confusinq and mystical version of "African Socialism"
is that expounded by"President Senghor, with its related concept of
"Negritude," To him African traditional society is synonyrnous

with socialism:
". . . Negro-A{rican socief is collectivis-t or,- more exactly, communal, beciuse it is rather a-communion of souls than an aggregate

of individuals. We would learn that we had already achieved socialism before the coming of the European. We would conclude
that our duty is to reneiv it by helping it to regain its spiritual
dimensions."

For Africans, a reversion to prirnitive tribal society hardly constitutes the road to the future. Just as little, in our opinion, would a return from Marxist dialectical materialism to idealism represent an advance in human thinking.
We fully agree rvith Mr. Lawler, however, that the resolution of
these differ"rri"r ,u"r the question of eschatology, ol the historical
absolute, need not divide us today. What is urgent is collaboration
in behalf of world peace and removal of the menace of nuclear annihilation, of human freedom and dignity for all peoples, and of the
realization of that abundance for all which rnodern science and technology make possible. It is in the course of ffghting side-by side
in tliese battlei that the ideological di$erences can be most fruidully
debated.
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Marxism and Heligion*
We shall deal with four questions:
1) What were the views of Marx and of Engels on religion?
2) what are the most prevalent distortions o1 these tealhings?
.8) IP:l tactical ploblems present themselves in the present ivorld,
vis a vis Marxism and Religion?
4) what is the essence of the matter of so-called reconciliation
between Marxism and Reli$on?

I
Marxism sees the source, the root, of religious
feekng in a sense
of awe, wonder, helplessness, and misery. Marxism notes f,ro difierent
founts feeding this source: r) in the earriest stages of historv from
man's inability to comprehend and therefore to d-eal efiecuvely with
the forces of nature; 2) with the development of classes, an additional
fount was the oppression endured and inability to comprehend the
for this-oppression and therefore to eriectively ivercome it.
f"so.,r
To the-degree that the conquest of nature has been incomplete and
the unlocking of its mysteries far from done, under class'societies
both these founts have operated to sweil the ocean of reli$ous
feeting,
Marxism sees the source of religious institutions in cLss diririorr

and in the consequent division of labor, the appearance of a state
power and the usefulness of such institutions io the maintenance
of that power.
Marxisrn understands religion itself to be-and the clearest and
briefest deffnition is in Engels' Anti-Due'hring (lg7})-..the fantastic
reflection in men's minds of those externar foices which control their
daily life, a refection in which the terrestrial forces assume the form
of supernatural forces."** rnsofar as reli$onr is held to be this

;-il,

p"p", was presented at an AIMS-World
conway', lir. H., l'rr'y, is6s; it ror-r,
oi
that Humanities-Pr3ss will publish for"r,"pt"i
thi american Institute ror uar*st-itraies
.

#[f:T'"tXmt'ffi

(AIMS) lato in

iilr*

1966.

** lvfarx ap.{ E:rse!s, on Rerigion (Foreign- Languages pubrishing
House,
----""'
cow), p. 147. Further page reterences arJ from fhu"r*u ;;i;;
a2

Mos-

"fantastic reflectiort''-i.e., distorted, springing from and reflecting
alienation-and insofar as reli$on holds to the supernahrral-tlrat is,
the anti-scientiffc*Marxism is radically opposed to religion.
Marxism treats religion historically, as it does and must everything
else, since, of course the dialectical quality of Marxism sees all phenomene in a dynamic and not in a static manner and sees pr(rcess
as the essence of all reality.
Thus, most particularly as concerns Christianity, Marxism stresses
the signifteant contrast between early and late Christianity. It will
not be amiss to illustrate this fact from some of the writings. Thus,
Engels, in an essay entitled "On the History of Early Christianity"published during the last year of his life in Dip Neue Zeit-wrotez

'

The history of early Christianity has notable points of reserr

blance with the modern working-class movement. Like the latter,
Christianity was originally a movement of oppressed people: it
ffrst appeared as the religion of slaves and emancipated. slaves, of
poor people deprived of all rights, of peoples subjugated or dis-

persed by Rome. Both Christianity and the workers' socialism
preach forthcoming salvation from bondage and misery; Christianity places this in a life beyond, after death, in heaven; socialism
places it in this world, in a transformation of society. Both are
persecuted and baited, their adherents are despised and made the
objects of exclusive laws, the former as enemies of the human race,
the latter as enemies of the state, enemies of religion, the family,
social order. And in spite of all persecution, nay, even spurred on
by it, they forge victoriously, irresistibly ahead. Three hundred
years after its appearance Christianity was the recognized state
reli$or:, in the Roman World Empire, and in barely sixty years
socialism has won itself a position which makes its victory absolutely certain (p. 816).

In this

of the early Christian writings
been written by one of the prophetically minded enthusiasts of the International."
Engels, in his earlier article on "Bauer and Early Christianity"
( 1882 ) again declared that "the essential feature" of "the new reli$ous
philosophy"-he means Christianity-was that it "reverses the previous
world order, seeks its disciples among the poor, the miserable, the
slaves and the rejected, and despises the rich, the powerful and the
privileged . . ." (p. 196).
same essay, Engels declares

". . . th"y could iust as well have
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In

Anti,-Duehring, the historical, developmental treatment of reli$on that is basic to the Marxian approach is spelled out with particular clarity. Permit a somewhat lengthy quotation:

In Catholicism there was ffrst the negatioe equali,ty-construed,
of all human
beings before God. as sinners, and, more narrowly
the
gg"ality- of all children of God redeemed by the grace and tho
blood of Christ. Both versions are grounded on the role of Christianity as the religion of slaves, the banished, the dispossessed, the
persecuted, the oppressed., With the victory of Christianity this
circumstance was relegated to the rear and prime importance attached next to the antithesis between believeis and palans, ortho-

,dox and heretics.

With the rise of the cities and thereby of the more or less developed elements of the bourgeoisie, ,r *ell as of the proletaria! the
demand fo_r equality as a condition of bourgeois existence was
boun! grad'rally to resurge, interlinked with the proletariat's drawing the-conclusion to proceed from political to social equality. This
naturally_aszumed a religious formf sharply expressed Tor tire ffrst
time in the Peasant War.
Thelourgeois side was ffrst formulated by Rousseau, in trenchant
terms but still on behalf of all humanity. As was the case with all
demands of the bourgeoisie, so here 'too the proletariat cast a
fateful shadow beside it and drew its own con6iusions (Babeuf)

...(pp.14e-150).

Here will be noticed Engels' point that while institutionalized religion seeks essentially to bulwark the status quo, the content of the
religious affirmations-whose sources, as we have seen are not unitary
-has its own logic and may appeal to and does appeal to difierent
classes. That is, while ruling classes may wish to-employ religious
feeling and belief as forces for the retention of their po*er, rehlion,
being a mass phenomenon and transcending in tha[ sense classes,
may serve as, the justiffcation for and the inspiration of vast popular
movements that are revolutionary.
As we have seen, Marxism emphasizes the revolutionary quality of
early Christianity. Marx himself, as a schoolboy, wrote a paper ,Observations of a Young Man on the Choice of a Life-Workt'in which
he manifested his admiration for the Christ ffgure, and in which he
then declared: "To men God gave a universal aim-to ennoble mankind and oneself." (See, on this, Robert F. Fulton: Original Marxism,
Bosto-n, 1960. ) This, of course, is the pre-Marxian stage of Marx
but the reverence is to be noted and the pirticular point tliat attracted
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Marx to christ is signiftcant. This recurs in the later and fully mature

Marx; for example, writing in 1955 on an anti-church demonstration
in London, he excoriated the Established Church for its callousness
and reactionary policy and went on to contrast that with the teachings
of Christ. l,larx added: "The classieal saint of Christianity mortiffed
his body for the salvation of the souls of the masses; the modern,
educated saint mortiffes the boclies of the ntnsses for the salvation of
his own soul."
Marxism repeatedly notes the connection between religiosity and
rebellion; but it is the religiosity of masses who see in their religious
beliefs goads not for pie in the sky but for battle on earth. Of such
mass efiorts in Europe prior to the French Revolution, Bngels in his
work on Feuerbaci and the End, of Classical Germnn Philosophg
(1886), writes: "The sentiments of the masses were fed with religion
to the exclusion of all else; it was therefore necessary to put forward
their own interests in a religious guise in order to produce an impetuous movement" (p. il64).And, of cg]rrs-e, Engels' entire book,
The PeasantWar in Cermany (1850) spells this out.
There are no better fllustrations of this than those that saturate
United States history. The motto of Thomas ]efferson was: "Resistance
to tyranny is obedience to God." No American was more profoundly
religious than John Brown. While the masters taught the slaves only
ooJ lesron in their religious instruction- i.e., be meek and docile;
accept your lot on earth as the portion given you by an omniscient
God and know that protest against this lot is blasphemy-many slaves
rejected this teaching, but they did not reject religion. Onthe contrary,
their religion was the religion of early Cfuistianity, because Iike
those who created that Christianity they, too, wete slaves and outcasts and among the wretched of the earth. Their slave rebellion
leaders were all religious men; Nat Turner preached to his comrades
that the ffrst shall be last and the last shall be ffrst; that God so
hated slaveowners that he sent fearful scourges amongst them; that
he so loved the slaves that he parted the seas so that they might
escape and they brought the seas together again and drowned the
mastirs' pursuing armies. And that which was true of past popular
struggles in the United States, is true of them today, as everyone
musi krrow. How multifarious is religion may be indicated by the
fact that both Francisco Franco and John Brown profess religion.
The classical statement of Marxism on religion-at least the one
most often quoted*or, better, excerpted-is of course the "opium"
one. While it is true that Americans are in a great hurry-going
nowhere, commented Brecht-still it is worthwhile noting that the
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"opium" phrase appears in an essay; if one does not have the
time to read the whole essay, perhaps he can take the time to read
the two paragraphs in which the "opium" appears. At any rate, I
will now take the time. This is from Marx's essay, written in 1844,
entitled "Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of
Right." The two paragraphs arer
Rekgio-us_distress is at the same time the expression of real distress and the-protest against real distress. Religion is the sigh of
the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless-world, fust aJ it is
the spirit of a spiritless situation. It is the opium of the feople.
The abolition of religion as the illusorg happiness of *re- people
is required for their rZal happness. Th6 deir'and to give ip it"
illusions about its condition i{ the demand to gioe up-a condition
uthich needs illusions. The criticism of religj'on is'therefore in

embryo the criticism of the oale of uoe, tIre hala of which is
religon (p. 4Z).
Dismissing this as some sort of vulgar atheism, as a cranky and
mechanical rejection of religion per se is an utter distortion. It is
as though one quoted Christ as saying, "Go and sin." Of course,
he did say that, but one should at least complete the sentence-that

is-Christ said "Go and sin no more."
In the above trvo paragraphs note is to be taken of the fact that
Marx emphasizes thdpro[esf potential of religion; he emphasizes its
beauty, and its source of refreshment. He also insists upon ils necessity
glvel oppressive, unjust, unreasonable and unknown relationships.
In this sense Marx insists upon the deeply persistent quality of ieIgr:t exactly because it serves real needs. In his great work,-Capital,
Vol. I he wrote, for exampler "The reli$ous reflex of the real world
can, in any case, only then ff""lly vanish, when the practical relations
of everyday life offer to man none but perfectly intelligible and
reasonable relations with regard to his fellowmen and to nature,"
(p. 186). On religion, I would say, Marxism does not err in underestimating its lasting potential; in other areas I think Marxism did err
in this direction-I mean in the direction of minimizing its potency
and lasting force. I would say this is especially true as legardi
nationalism.
Let me hasten to add that I absolve Marxism of this error, but by
no means do I absolve all Marxists of this erron. Father Lauero was

remarkably frank

in noting the aberrations and failures of christi-

iilo ,"r"* to Father Quentil Lauer of Fordham university who parHcipated
in the

Symposium.
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anity; he insisted, truly, I believe, on distinguishing between christianity and christians. Marxists-or those calling themselves Marxistsalso have not been guiltless of errors and crimes and failures. These
all are explicable in terms of history and environment and the unprecedented nature of the task-to build socialism-but while they
aU are explicable, not all are forgivable. But none touches the reality
or validity of Marxism and all in fact violaterd: that reality and insofar
as they did impeded the advance of socialism.

oro
Having the views which I have summarized. of religion, Marxism,
of course, opposes reli$ous persecution; it opposes coercive methods
aimed at religion. This, by the way, was one of the many points
of conflict between Marxism and anarchism-between Blanqui and
Marx. In this sense, in the attitude towards religion, one has a good
illustration of the fact that Marxism was created not only in combat
with the Right-i.e., against capitalism, but also with the ultra-Lefti.e., against anarchism and Blanquism, etc. This attack upon religious
persecution recurs in the classical writings.
- At the same time, Marxism always advocates a secular society
and favors separation of church and state. In doing this, Marxism
makes clear that it demands not simply religious toleration for that
would be intolerant towards anti-religion. In his Critique of tlw Gotha
Progro,m (1875) Marx made explicit his position that there must
exist not only the toleration of all religions but also of agnosticism
and of atheism.
Marxism not only opposes professional atheists; it also opposes
what George Lukacs once called-in an essay published 15 years ago
in Masses & Mainstream-religious atheists. That is, it opposes those
who so vehemently and insistently attack God as to lead to the
belief that they do protest too much. Where individuals have reached
intellectual and ideological positions wherein God is altogether
unnecessary that is their business, and when the social order reaches
the stage where religious illusions will no longer be necessary they

will

evaporate.

Marxists will argue their historical materialist position5 of course,
and will seek through their work and their writings to show its
validity; and socialist states will seek to educato their populations
in an historical materialist direction. I do not mean there is indifierence in Marxism, philosophically, to religion; but I do mean that
Marxism sees the multifarious sources of religion; that Marxism
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carefully distinguishes between religious feeling and religious institutions; that Marxism knows that religious feelings may and often
have impelled the most magniffcent and most efiective progressive
and revolutionary activity; that such feeling means one thing to one
class and another thing to another class; that it is itself a phenomenon
in process. An attitude of contempt for religion is an anti-Marxist
attitu<le; an attitude of superiority towards religious people is not
only anti-Marxist but is also contemptible.
There have been such attitudes in the past among some Marxists,
There have been sectarian patterns of behavior in the past-and
perhaps not only in the past-that to recall makes one's fesh crawl.
Some of this has its roots in ignorance; in psychological failings; in
reaction to persecution, in the strain of the struggle. And some of
this has its roots in literal and non-historic readings of certain writings
by Marx and Lenin.
In the latter case, for example, one can ffnd statements to the
effect that all religion always seryes reaction and nothing erse. This
certainly is-as we have shown-un-Marxian but statemJnts of this
nature will be found in Lenin. of course, fully rounded presentations
of the Marxian view of religion are in Lenin, but thJ other statements occur, too. Are these contradictory? Only on the surface.
Why? Because the apparently one-sided remarks of Lenin appear
in personal letters written quickly and under pressure and for-the
moment and to influence a particular person in a particular situation.
Thus, in the awful period of stolypin reaction and repression in
czarist Russia, prior to world war I, Gorki himself wis showing
evidences of despair and of a rejection of the materialist view anl
a kind of grasping at religious solace if not explanation. Lenin then
yrgt_"- t9 Ggrki unequivocally attacking religion as ever reactionary.
But if this is not placed in its place-czarist Russia with its estaLlished, powerful and fearfully comrpted Church, and its time_a
time of plgroms and fferce repression by the czar (who of course,
also was head of the Russian church), then one is not seeking a
true reading of Lenin but is seeking rather material for the House
Un-American Activities Committee.
The same _phenomenon occurs at times in Marx, notably in his
paper on "The communism of the Paper Rheinischer Beobachter"
written in 1847, where Marx is-polemizing with the ultra-reactionary
n€wspaper of^-cologne and with a state councillor who had just in
the name of christianity attacked what the official called the iearful
conspiracy of communism.
one of the lessons here is to bear in mind that when one is

TIME
.9
reading the books of Marx and Engels and Lenin he is reading not
sacred scripts but rather-books. To read the books of these men
in any manner other than a scientiffc one is to manifest contempt for
IDEAS IN OUR

them, since devotion to science was their passion.

II
Having considered the eontent of the Marxian approach to religion
and some sources of its distortion, we furn now to the question of
tactics.
Pressures

for change on the part of reli$ous institutions and religiously inclined people in their attitudes towards Marxism and
t

I

Socialism are numerous and great. Simultaneously, pressures dtctating
a change in attitude on the part of Marxists towards such institutions
and such feelings also are consequential.
The great religions of Asia, the mid-East and the West face the
fact that socialism exists in one-third of the globe; exists now in
Asia, in Europe, in Latin-America and is being consciously sought
in Africa. These religions also face the fact that additional scores of
millions of peoples in countries not yet socialist adhere to a socialist
perspective, more or less avowedly Marxist, This is true in Indonesia,
in India, in France and Italy, in Brazil and Chile, in Finland

and Burma.
These great religions also face the fact that movements of
national liberation-often with signiffcant socialistic overtones-are
sweeping what remains of the colonial and semi-colonial world. Related is the Negro freedom movement in the United States-also carrlng challenges to the structure of the social order; that movement
and the responses to it have represented among the most significant
challenges faced by religion and religious organization in the United
States since the pre-Cival War era.
All these globe-shaking events are ensconced within and casually
connected to the great scientiftc, demographic and technical revolutions and innovations of the past two generations which in another
way ofier challenges to traditional con,cepts of reli$on.
To these challenges, the old order of capitalism responds with the
threat of fascism and war. Whatever may-have been-the policies of
concession and adjustment-or even, in some cases, supportvouchsafed fascism by religious institutions, these were normally
grg_dging or shamefaced and more or less coerced. And perhaps it
will be agreed that in any case such policies of concession and/or
support are regretted in hindsight.
The unprecendented challenge of general war with thermonuclear
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weapons and with bacterial and chemical weapons-and other horrors

still'on the drawing boards-presenting the real possibility of the
extermination of Man, also must induce reconsideration of tactics

vis a vis other human beings and other social orders no matter what
their character. This involves not only such philosophical questions
as the possibility of a just war using such weapons-and no Ieligion
condonis any but a just war, lvhatever the excuses may le-but
also such questions as the very persistence of religion_itself. T-h" ir"pact of thise considerations may be_illustrated by !fe_!3ct that in
ihe Roman Catholic Church two of the post-World War PopesPius XII and ]ohn XXlll-have expressed repeated and intense preoccupation with the necessity of peaceful coexistence among states
having difierent social sYstems.
It ii becoming increasin,gly clear to churchmen of -any_sensitivity
and perception Ihat persistence in opposing the world-wide demand
hunger, illiteracy and indignity is suicidal. The- Catholic
for air
"rrdto
Professor of Philosophy at st. Michaets college in canada, Leslie
Dewart, has argued ihis persuasively in l:us Christianity and, R.eoolution; The Lesson of Cuba (Herder & Herder, New York 1963), particularly in his chapter "The Theology of Counter-Revo1ution"'
AII ihe considerations ofiered above as necessarily inducing an
alteration in the attitude of religious institutions and people in
Marxism, also work the other way-that is, also induce changes in
attitude and conduct from Marxists relative to such institutions and
people. where socialism exists it is necessary to deal constnrctively
ind decently-not to say creatively-with the inhabitants of such
lands; or better, they as inhabitants of such lands will now be building a d:ecent and creative society. This must be done in lands hlving
diFerent religions-and difierent traditions, even if the formal reli$ons are the same. Problems and considerations differ, that is,
not only in terms of traditionally Protestant sections of Czechoslovakia
as contrasted with traditionally Catholic areas of the same country,
but also between the Catholic Church within Poland-where its
tradition was one of an ally in a prolonged national struggle-to
Hungary where its tradition was one of support for an intensely
chauvinistic, aggressive and anti-Semitic hierachy.
Again, while the Church in Italy must adjust_to th: reglity of
and one-fourth of the
AOOO,OOO Italians who choose to be Communists
Party adiust
the
Communist
so
must
Communist,
vote
electorate who
to the
its
members
belong
of
thousands
of
scores
to the fact that
supporters
also
its
electoral
of
of
thousands
Church and hundreds
adhere to the Clhurch.
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Furthermore, with the advent of fascism to power in Germany the
entire outlook of the worlcl Communist movement shifted-as symbolized in Dimitrov's report to the VII Congress of the Communist
International (1985). This outlook remains basically in efiect and it
is an outlook of breadth, of unity, of shunning sectarianism and
narrowness. It is an outlook of unity with all who stand opposed to
fascism and war-and unity with all such no matter what other
differences may be present.

It was in response to this threat on the international levol that
the worldwide Communist movement dweloped the policy of collective security; again in essence this remains in efiect in a new,
wider and more urgent form as the necessity for peaceful coexistence
among States having different social systems. This remains and is
intensiffed because the danger of war remains and because the
nature of another general war certainly will be catastrophic and
may well be annihilating.
In the face of the dangers of fascism and of thermonuclear war
those who oppose both have in that opposition more in comrnon
than anything that can possibly divide them. To permit difierences
to weaken-not to say vitiate-this common need is frightful and
everything must be done to prevent it.
These are the essential grounds why all of us-whatever our motivations and truths-religious or scientiffc, spirifual or materialmust act together for our great ends and must discuss our difierences-with dignity yd with a predetermination not to aggravate
them but to delimit them. This does not mean abandoning outrooksunless one is persuaded of a superior outlook-but it does mean
recognizing the mutual necessilr for respect and regard.
m
Let me_say something on reconciliation after ffrst noting that to
in the u.s. after twenty years of oold' war reflects a most positive development. I think to project reconciliation
in the sense of some kind of merger of difiering outiooks by shedding
wh-at
1nay be erroneous in both and wedding what may be true
in both is unreal. I think outlooks have changed and will change in
accordance with changing reality. It is vital that one avoid fanatieism
and that one appreciate the necessity-for the hearth of one's outloo\ if for no other reasonthat fexibility be permitted and that
change and growth be assumed. Truth advance] through the detection of error; error is detected through reason and though science.
seriously discuss this
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To one who thinks, there is no greater seryice than the detection of
erTor.

speciffcally, in terms of the mutual existenco of Marxism and
,"li!io*, boUr ao exist and have existed tggether for a century. If
Marxism is correct and if the universal achievement of communism
oroduces a world that is reasonable and controllable and therefore a
ilorld in which religion, being unnecess,uy, will disappear-why,
then, that is what *ill hrpp"o. If, on the other hand, this Marxian
projection is wrong-and of course it may well be wron-g-then reiqit" *itt not and"perhaps will never disapPe-arl Very wqll, in,either
cise the worst that c* firppe, is that one of the two-the religiou-s
person or the Marxist-wili have been proven in error. Then each
uiill be wiser. Is this a calamity?
Not only will each be wiser, but both will be alive' We say, gygn
ffnd the way. Surely one may also say, given life'
the will orr"
""r,
solutions. If some will say, not solutions - or
finrl
Mankind will
any ultimate sense are quite impossiblel will
in
at least solutions
say to that, I think not but perhaps you- ar,-e right' Then let us
agree that given Life, Man may- always saek solutions'
-eu ,igt t.- Let that be the path of rec_onciliation. Let us competethose rriho see religion as the way and those rvho see Marxism as
-others,
too, who see other ways -altogether, let us
the way - and all
all compete in seeking solutions-in creating a lifa that is wholg
fruitful, sane, fraternal and peaceful,
On this let us found our Great Reconciliation.

. . . when society, by-ontaking possession of all means of yoduc-all
a planned, basis, has freed itself
tion, and, usi,ng thlem
-and'
its members fiom the bondage in which they are nou held' bythese means of production wfi1"h they themselaes lwoe prod:uced
but which confront them as an i,rresistible alien force; when
therefore ffuln no lon'ger merely proposes, but also disposesonly'than uill tha last alien force rnhich is still reflected in_religi'on oani,sh; anil u:ith it uill also aanish the reli-gious reflectiZn itself, for the sirnpte reL.son that then thare will bo nothing
left to reflect.
Marr and Engels, On Religion, P. 149.
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[hristian [hurch, 1B7E-1917.
I joined the Congregational Church in a small town in Michigan
1902, when I was twelve years old. I left some ffve years later
because I read Unitarian tracts questioning the divinity of Christ

in

and the authenticity of Bible miracles.
Then in 1912, when I was 22, I joined the Socialist Party of
Michigan and cast my ballot for Eugene V. Debs for president.
I thus had an early experience in both Christianity and Marxism,
and implicit in this was an urge to straighten out my relationship to
each of these bodies of thought.
Now, like everyone else, I had heard Marx's oft-quoted statement,
"Religion is the opium of the people," and I had no reason to rejeet
it. However, there soon came something of a logical crisis for me,
which I wasn't fully prepared to meet. In early 1g1g the Socielist
fytl 9f Michigan, under a rather sectarian Left-wing leadership
wlich I supported, declared in so many words that as a part of its
political work it would "explain" and oppose religion. That-in partis why the Michigan group became the ffrst state organization to be
form_ally expelled by the Socialist Party of America later that year,
just before the formation of the Communist Party.
- Thus 1o *y ffrst seven years as a Marxist I was brought face to
face with the ylJ,ect and have given it quite a bit of study and
thought in the half-century since.
First of all, let us look again at that quotation about the .,opium
of the people."
What Marx actually said, and its contex! is this:
$e{gious distress is at the same time the expression of rear distress
and the protest against real dfstress. Religion is the sigh of the

J trrr- artiele is based on -a chapter of ,the authorls work in progress,
in United, States Historg, 7876-791?. It was also delive-red ,. ,
lecture in the ArMS-sponsored sSrmposiurn Gn ,,Marxism and R"iigior,,,
Maruism,

at World Fellowship, Conway, New Hampshire, Ju[y 19,

1968.
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creature, the heart of a heartless world,- just as. it

is

,firiit"r, situation. It is the opium of the people.t
Thus wtote Marx in 1844, when he was ?'6 yeas old' Humanist

tfJ;i"ri"i

"

that he was, he regarded religion as a protest- against distress and
that is'
as a sigh of the op[ressed, as iell as, evlntually, an opiate,

a oain-killer.

objeotive but not unfriendly attitude toward reli$onr ap
pears even more clearly in -another translation of the same passage'
irti.t reads as follows (in both quotations the emphasis is added):

id**,,

Reliqiousmiseryis,ontheonehand,theexpressionof'aaud'
on tlie oth"r, protest against the_actual misery. Re"
cireature, the kindliness of a
sieh of the'oppressed
ffiJil *o.ta,in. spirit offispiritual conditions. It is the people's

*iirr; *d,
ili#ilth;
opium.*+

This puts the religious questio-n in- a difierent fight' As for the
anti-relilous stand f,y the-Socialist Party of Mi:tqT.in 1919' I
learoed Luch later that Marxists do not apProve of. dioiding workers
piUA"Ary on the basis of religion, aoy *o'e than on the basis of
i*grr"gu"o, color. Work"rr ,r*Jd lobe united politically (as well as
economicall/) on the basis of their common interest'
ideas
Nevertlreless, in trying to reach people with a new idea, old
therefore'
In
ap-p-roach,
continually PoP up andmust be considered'
the earliei propag"tors of Socialism did not leave Christianity^out of
account. Fir e*alple, t-he Socialist orator, Kate Richards O'Hare,
an editor of the Natio nal Rip-saw, argued directly with churchP-"o-pl:
io h", pamphlet, "The Church and-the Social Problem," published
in 1911-(Rip-Saw Series No. 2).
,iyoo ,"y^ th^t the Socialists are un-Christian and atheistic," she
begins. '"Ifiat may be, aecording- to y9y ideas; but tlris I know'
irrlligous as we may be, we are doing-Christ's work, t'y'1g to make
your"reli$on live and livable. . . . If the Church won't do its duty,
"socialist
movement must do it, and I am with the force that
lheo the
does tlings."
The siialists also used irony in confronting the church. Paul Lafargue, one of Karl Marx's sons-in-law, wrote his celebrated squib
orTnu Religion of Capital, containing this "Confession of Faith'r

;I|**

tho essay, "Contribution to the Critique of Hegels Philosophy of Right'"

Karl Marx, 1844.

;.rr""u"o[ Aptheker, The E]ra of McCartlt'gism, p' 23n'
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I believe in Capital, the ruler of body and mind.
I believe in Proffg His Right-hand Bower, and in Credit, His
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Left-Hand Bower, both of which proceed from and are one with
Him.
I believe in Gold and Silver. . . .
I believe in Dividends. . . .
I believe in Private Property, the fruit of the labor of others; and
I also believe in its existence from and for all time.
I believe in the eternity of the Wage System. . . .*

This mockery was doubtless annoying to quite a feq/ reli$ous
but it was also difficult to argue agains! becausg after all,
Christ said, "Ye can't serye God and Mammon."
Now, one might think that neither the challenge of Kato Richards
(rHare nor that of Paul Lafargue would win converts to socialism,
but that would be a mistake. Here are three kinds of examples of
the sort that forced this writer to re-shape his opinions
In the Tamiment Library in New York (this is really the old Rand
School Library of the Socialist Party of half a century ago), where
a considerablg quantity of old Socialist Party records are kept, there
is a letter addressed to ]ulius Gerber, Organizer, Socialist party, 2gg
East 84th Streeg New York, dated June 15, lgll. It begins ,.Dear
Comrade" and ends "Thy comrade, Annie lVright" of l22-Cleveland
stree! Brooklyn, New York. Here was evidence of euaker sociarists
in the United States.
Then, a California iournalist, Reuben W. Borough, testiffes in a
letter that in Marshall, Michigan, where he went to high school in
t" "qly days of the Twentieth Century, the rector of the Episcopal
Church
gave him his ffrst copy of The Appeal to Reason, the-pioneer
Socialist paper founded and edited by I. A. Wayland.
Also, a few years agq Clarence Hathaway, former editor of the
New York Dai.lg Worker, told this writer that as a teen-ager he had
been infuenced in a Leftward direction by a liberal parto" in his
home town in Minnesota, the Reverenil David Morgan,
I was ffnally able o't of a welter of data to formulate the central
historical problem in this way:
1) To what extent has Marxism influenced christianity in the
persons,

United States?
2) And-a secondary question-in what way tras christianity on
its side influenced the expression of Marxism in this counby?
* Socialistic Co-operative Publishing Association, New york,

1g02.
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The best way, I think, to present the facts is to discuss half-adozen or so Christian Socialist pastors who clearly showed Marxist
influence and played an outstanding political role.

g,
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bafled and compromised, and without that nobility of comprehension
which should m-ark the greatest cause to which man has ever been
summoned."

Professor George Daois Herron (L862-L925)

The Reoerend, Ch,arles Henry Vail (1866-19%)

Professor Herron was a Congregational pastor who we may say
began his radical career in l89lwhen he delivered a serrnon to the
Miirnesota State Association of Congregationalist Ministers entitled
"The Message of Jesus Christ to Men of Wealth." In 1893 he became
Professor of-A.pplied Christianity at Grinnell College, Iowa, and held
that position foi six years. Then in 1900 he ioined Eugene-V. Debs in
organtzing the sociatst Party of Ameriiat and was Debs' vice-presidential running mate in the election of that year.
Herront wJalthy mother-in-law, Mrs. Carrie Rand, established
the endowment forthe founding of the Rand School of Social Science
in 1906, which was the educational center of Marxist activity in the
United States for a generation.
When he accepted the Socialist vice-presidential nomination, Herron delivered a campaign speech in which he revealed that he had
already been voting- the Socialist Labor Party ticket for th9 giqht
years past. He implied that now, with the new Party- headed by
bebs, lhe Socialist movement might take "its coherent and conquering
form in the politics of America." (WhY I Am a Socialist, C. H. Kerr
& Co., Chicago, 1900.)
Explaining why he was supPorting Socialisrn, he said: "Socialism
comes not as a remedy for the evils of existing society, but as a Program of principles for a new society; or rather, let us say, as_ the ffrst
proposition for social order that has ever been presented to the
world."
Three years later, on the occasion of honoring the Paris Cornmune,
at which Herron gave his great lecture, "From Revolution to Revolution," in Fanueil Hall, March 21, 1903, he took the opportunity to
defend the Marxist principle of class consciousness.
"I know," he said, "that the term 'class consciousness' is offensive
to many, both without and within the socialist movement. I lanow that
it is often used in a way that makes it seem like a tiresome and
commonplace cant. Those who do not understand the term mistake
class consciousness for class hatred. None the less, it remains true that
until the working class becomes more vividly and intensely conscious
of itself than it now is, until it realizes that it is the disinherited
owner of the world that it has built on its own back, its shrrggle
toward emancipation will be blind and unintelligent, betrayed and

The Reverend Charles H. Vail was, like Herron, a socialist in, the
days of the Socialist Labor Party, before the Socialist Party-of Debs
was organized. Vail wrote and copyrighted his Modern Sociaksrn
in 1897: It was published by the Commonwealth Company of New
York. Vail produced a later and better book, The Principl.es of Sci'
entffic Social.ism, in 1899, published by the Comrade Cooperative
Publishing Company of New York, the ffrst real Marxist textbook on
socialism in this country.
About 1900, VaiI gave a lecture, "The Missiorl of the Working
Class," in which he paid tribute to the Utopian socialists as fore'
runners, but added. "it was left for Karl Marx to clearly point out
the genesis of surplus value and the evolutionary te,ndency in
economics."

Who Was Who in America, Vol. I, p. L266, gives us some details
about the Reverend Vails religious career: He was ordained in 1893,
and belonged to the Universalist Church, His ffrst pastorate was at
the Atl Souls' Church, Albany, N. Y., 1893-1894. Then he went to
First Church, Jersey City, New fersey, 1894-1901, and during this
period he became a Socialist. He continued in his church work for
'rorrr"

yurrr after that, while writing ard Iecturing on socialism'

Bishop Franklin Spencer Spal.iling ( 1865-1914)

In the ffles of the Socialist New York Call, at Tamiment Library,
New York, there is an obituary about the Right Reverend FranHin
Spencer Spalding, Episcopal Bishop of Utah, killed in an automobile
accident in 1914. (September 27, LgI4.) He was known as "the Socialist Bishop," and every Party member in the United States mourned

his

passing.

The full story of Bishop Spalding is told in the biography written
by the Reverend Howard Melish.* "Undoubtedly the most conspicuous fact in Bishop Spalding's life was his championship of the
cause of the working man," says the biographer. "It was the passion
of his life. He was an enthusiastic eonvert to the economic theories of
Karl Marx and he saw in Socialism the instrument by which, under

-;"rr.

John Howard Me ish, Franlelin Spq'td.ingz Man anil Bishop, Man-

millan Co,, New York,

1917, pp. 256-256.
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God, the terrible wrongs and inequalities which mark the civilization

of today were to be righted."
The author, Melish, an advanced liberal in his own right, was
pastoq of the Protestant Episcopal church of the Holy Tiinity in
BrooHyn, for many years.
Melish quotes Spalding as follows:
Behind all the movement for social uplift outside the religious
is a philosophy which is as yet unapproprlated
-today
bJ
Church,
and
yet wfrich is,'I believe, tru;. It is Lised upon
*"
the fact that environment has most to do with the makins.of ^the
prodlrct, and that therefore the chief work of any orqirization
de.siring
be to create right conditiois. farl Marx
_su-ccess _must
called it'Materialistic conception of Hiitory,'an expression which
his followers soften into thd'economic inierpretatibn of history,,
and to the hundreds of thousands of socialisti who follow him,'it
mear* trat a new form of
,society must be worked for, if need te,
fought for, in which the fundarirental business of the state shali
be, to give to each human being a supply for its physical needs.
Man may not be able to live by brea?- arone, but^ ffist of arl he
must have bread, and today there are millions even in this land
who are h*gry, and who have inadequate shelter and crothing.
Spr]tn$ cast his ffrst ballot for Socialism in 1908, when he supportgd Debs on the
iatters.thild -try for the presidency. He not oniy
cast his vote but his lot with the Marxists.
f cannot refrain from_citing one further passage from Bishop
Sf.aldilS, as quoted.by y:t:[ fram The Ctt*Uail Sociatist magazine (November 1911), which had asked him for a statement. ,.Th=e
christian," said the Bishop, "has the advantage over Karl Marx because he knows the name of the Truth whlch illuminated Marxt
mind, of the Power whic_h g1v9 him his morar co,rage and of the
Love which made him faitMul unto death. The soJiahs! on the
oe:". hand, possesses in the 'Materiaristic, conception of History'
and the 'class struggle' two truths which the chriitian must learn.,,
Bouck White ( 1S741951)
organiza{ons

Bouck white was educated at Harvadi university, the Boston
and the Union Theological Se#nary in Nu*
3:"tr,{:{Seminary,
fir1t
was
as head for ffve yeais of the tUelrr,s Smial
,r!
Iqk. ryr
colorado coal and iron mines, and Bouck wrrit" red his poor ragged
9".*rf_ department gf Holy Trinity Church in Brooliyn (under
John Howard Melish).
But his real fame began when he set up the church of the social

CHURCIT
Revolution in New York in the spring of
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1914. It happened that the
Ludlow Massacre took place about that time in John D. Rockefeller's
Colorado coal and iron mines, and Bouck White led his poor ragged
congegation to Rockefellet's plush First Baptist Church on Fifth
Avenue (they were only a few blocks apart) so &at, hopefulln
both church groups pray together for a righteous solution to the
trouble at Ludlow.
But the Rockefeller church called the cops. White was arrested
for 'disturbing the peace," and sen,t to prison for as many months as
the law allowed. Debs and other Socialists hailed hirn, and he was
a cause celebre.
When White was asked, while in prison, "What is the relation
of our Church to the Socialist Party?" he made a forthright reply.
He agreed to the suggestion that the Church-that is, his Church of
the Social Revolution-was "a sister movement to the Parly." But
he preferred, he said, to say: "The Church of the Revolution is
destined to be the soul, of which the Socialist Party is the body."o
Bouck White wrote The Call of the Carpenter (L9LL) and The
Carpenter and the Rich Man (1914), gradually evolving what may be
described as a Marx-influenced interpretation of the New Testament.
Some of this is indicated in his re-writing of the Apostles' Creed,
which goes like thisr

I believe in God, the Master most mighty, stirrer-up of Heaven
andl Earth, and in ]esus the Carpenter of Nazareth, who was

born of proletarian Mary toiled at the work bench, deseended
into labor's hell, suffered under Roman, tyranny at the hands of
Pontius Pilate, was cruciffed, dead and buried. . . ."o

The Reoerend. Edward Ellis Can (1871-1938)

The Reverend Edward Ellis Carr was in certain ways a phenomenon even among social-minded preachers. He was chief editor
of the influential Christian Socialist magaane, published at ffrst ln
Danville, Illinois, and later in Chicago from the time of its founding
in 1904-05 throughout its more than ten-year history. In 1907 he reported in its pages on his attendance as an official American delegate
at the International Socialist Congress in Europe. The Christiarr
Socialist always published the platforms and resolutions of the So
cialist Party, and editorially supported Socialist candidhtes in the

lloo.t'White,

Letters from Prison.Introduction by Lucy Weeks Trimble.

Richard G. Badger. Boston, 1915, p. 45,
** Ibid, p. 1{.
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elections. Carr himself praised the Charles H. Kerr publishing
company for its services in making available the works of Marx
and Engels (though he disapproved of Arthur Mortow Lewis, who
he said wrote not to make socialists, but "to make atheists out

of

socialists").

Over the years he listed literally hundreds of preaehers who announced support fo,r socialism. The Christian Socia.lisf exulted on
May 15, 1908, that ten of the 216 delegates to the Socialist Party
national convention of that year were Christian clergymen. Carr
published special editions of his paper for Baptists, for Rgman
Catholics, for Lutherans, and so on, t F,rg to reach every den,omination.

The Christian Soci,akst reported with pride in the issues of June
and June 15, 1909, that at the Fourth General Conference of the
Christian Socialist Fellowship, held in Toledo, Ohio, there were 26
delegates from seven states, and that Mayor Brand Whitlock of
the host city gave an official Address of Welcome.
The magazine was remarkably successful in securing and printing
contributions of one sort or another from a wide variety of notables,
including not only Socialist Party leaders but others: Edwin Markham, poet; Horace Mann, educator; Thomas Wentworth Higginson,
author; as well as Clarence Darrow, Jack London, Upton Sinclair,
Charlotte Perkins Gilman, and a long list of others.
Up to the time of World War I, The Christian Socinlist could be
described, I suppose, as a "party line" publication, but at that time
patriotism (the pro-war variety) intervened. The Socialist Party
resisted United States entry into the war; the Christian Soci,alist urged
United States participation.

I

The Reoerend, Father Thomas McGrady (1363-1909)
There have been Roman Catholic Socialists, too, who did obeisance
to Karl Marx.
Father McGrady was rector of St. Anthony's Church, Bellevue,
Kentucky, around the furn of the century, and when he died, in 1g0g,
Eugene V. Debs wrote his obituary in the Aypeal to Reason, which
was reprinted in the Christian Socialist (January 1, Ig0g).
Father McGrad! wrote several socialist pamphlets, one of which
was A Plea for Social Democracy, published by Standard publishing
Company, Terre Haute, Indiana, in 1901.
"If our powers of productivity have been multiplied twenty-fold
within the last half-century," he wrote, "then we should have twenty
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times the amount of comforts for the same application of labor in the
days of our fathers. But such is not the case. Pwerty has everywhere
kept pace with the march of progress."
ile*asked: "Are your ears-deaf to the lamentations that echo
throughout this greal hnd, from ocean to ocean, and from &e Gul-f
to thJ Lakes? Ar" yo* hearts callous to the widow's wail and the
orphans cry?"
boing or\ he ana\yzed the existing situation, and declared:
MABXISM

The result of our economic system is seen in the groryth of
poverty among the toilers, and tlie amassme'nt of great wealth by
the idlers and parasites of society.
Give the lab^oring man the full value of his labor, and there
will be no hard tiires, no stagnation of indusbl, 10 strikes, no
lockouts, rro crises, no failurds, and, above all the land will
not be cursed wit-h over-production, while millions are starving
and in tatters.

will give every man an opp-ortunity.
equal. Under it there will be no
free
and
men
all
make
It will
it
has been so obstinately oPPosed."
is
why
and
thrs
privileged class,
(Father McGrady's emphasis.)
An illuminating article was written by Father McGrady for The
Comrada (predecessor of the Masses), Vol. II, No. L, p.74 (1902),
under the title, "How I Became a Socialist."
He wrote: "I perused the works of Laurence Gronlund, Belamy,
Vail, Sprague, and other Socialist writers, and became acquainted
with the three great ideas of Karl Marx, and before the end of
'99, I was ffrmly convinced that the collective ownership and administration of capital for the benefft of all the people was the only
rational solution of the industrial problem. In the early part of 1900
I wrote to Father Hagerty, who was then rector of the Catholic
Church at Cleburne, Texas, informing him &at I was a disciple
of Marx."
Father T. J. Hagerty, in replying, congratulated him!
Father Hagerty deserves more attention, but there is space only
to say he was one of the organizers of the I. W. W. (Industrial
Workers of the World) in 1905. He and Debs, with Daniel De Leon
and William D. Haywood, brain-trusted that remarkable tade union
effort. Hagerty designed the ciicular emblem, often called "Hagerty's
Continuing, he said: "sociatrism

Wheel."

In

one of his pamphlets Hagerty quoted the Irish proverb: "We

take our religion from Rome, but our politics from home."
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Apologies

for Those Omitted

The above does not by any means exhaust the subject. I have not
discussed Socialist clergynen who were elected to office on the
Socialist ticket, sueh as the Reverend George R. Lunn, a Presbyterian,
who became mayor of Schenectady, N.Y. in 1911. (His secretary
was the young Walter Lippmann. ) Nor the Reverend J. Stitt Wilson,
who a little later (1914) became mayor of Berkeley, California.
There is also the Reverend Frederic O. MacCarbrey, a Co'ngregationalist, elected as a Socialist to the Massachusetts legislature in 1900.

Furthermore, I have omitted such noteworthy personalities as
Bishop William Monrtgomery Brown, author of Communi.sm and
Christianism; the late Reverencl Albert Rhys Williams, advocate of
American-Soviet friendship; the Reverend Eliot White, Episcopalian,
a delegate to the national convention of the Socialist farfy in fma;
thelight Reverend Paul ]ones, Bishop of Utah (successor to Bishop
Spalding), who listed himself as a socialist in American Labor Who;s
Who, edited by Solon De Leon; A. J. Muste, who voted for Debs
in 1912; ancl the Reverend Walter Rauschenbusch, a Baptist minister,
who jn 1901 gave a friendly critique of Marxist and pieudo-Marxist
socialisrn that is worth studying even today.
I have failed, incidenta\ to take note of a Negro cleric, the
Reverend George W. Woodbey, of California, authof of. The Bibte
and. Socialism: A dialnguo Betroeen Two preaclwrs, published in
1904, in which he speaks of Marx as "the great philosopher of
modern times"; also another Negro preacher, the Reverend-George
Frazier Miller of BrooHyn, a contributor to Tha Messengur which
was founded in 1916-17 by A. Philip Randolph.
rt is impossible here to discuss the whole total of religious leaders
who were influenced by lt{arxism, or even to list them all.
Conclusi,on

There may be some question about the much earlier Christian
in the mid-nineteenth century. There
was indeedl such a movement, but it bore no overt relition to
Marxism, and is therefore not taken up here.
It must, I thinh be agreed that Alexander Trachtenberg was
right in differentiating between that earlier non-Marxist cliristian
Socialism, Ied by W. D. T. Bliss and professor
John R. Commons,
which was "unconnected with the Socialist party of that time,,, and
the later christian socialism described in this articre. "since 1g00,
ho\r'everr" Trachtenberg wrote,, "Christian Socialism has stood for
Socialism of the utopian period,
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only by means of the Socialist Commonwealth can Christian principles
be applied in society." (American Labor lear Book,1916, p. 157).
In an article in the Christian Socinlist, June 1, 1908, Rufus Weeks,

an Episcopal layrnan, makes the point even more positively. Ho
of socialism-'h Christian
Socialism and a non-Christian Socialism"; there is iust Socialisur.
But the Christians have "a special motive of their own-the Christian
motivd'-for supporting Socialism. And they all, he says, uphold the
insists that really there can't be two kinds

basic teaching, the Marxist doctrine.

Then there is the reciprocal inf.uence of the Church on the
Ma:xist movement, the secondary question I raised, at the beginning.
It may be justly argued, I think, that the moral quality of Christian
teachings hulpud to emphasize the strong humanist strain already
present in Marxism, and served as a bridge across which a dialogue
between Socialism and Religion could be begun. At the same timo,
Church influence brought about an over-emphasis on the forms of.
ethics and a weakening, at times, of working class militancy.
A third point and an important one, is that the greatest fifEculty
with the spread of Christian Socialism was the spread of sup
posedly Christian Capitalisn. It may be true that, as the Reverend
George E. Littleffeld said in 1904 in the Arena magazine, Christians
should vote for Socialism because "Socialism will make reli$on
real." But at the same time, as William Appleman Williams wrote
in The Contours of American History, "the geat majority in the
Social Gospel movement favored Christian ,Capitalism." They even5
he implied, seemed to advocate imperialism and the sending of
missionaries as two interdependent and admirable developments.*
My fourth concluding observation is also beyond the limits of
this brief study, but it needs making. The point is this: No one
should think that the subject-matter of Christianity or of any other
religion is outside the purview o{ science. A-ll traditions and theories
and systems ( Marxism too!) are subject to study, examination, testing,
and either proof or disproof, and Christianity is no exception.
My main purpose, if I may repeat, has been to examine the efiect
of Marxism on Christianity in this country before 1917-that is,
before the Russian Revolution. The facts show, it seems to me, that
Marxism did in truth influencg to a considerable degree, the character and the teachings of the Christian Church.
iWrfU"* Appleman Williams, The Contours ol Amertcan Htstory. World publishing Company, Cleveland & New York. 1961. p. 857.
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[atholics and Marxists
in Latin America
The dialogue between Cathoftcs and Marxists in Latin America is
the logical consequence of the deep-going crisis afiecting the broad
social strata, believers and non-believers. With the notable exception
of Cuba, Iberoamerica is gripped in a life and death struggle in this,
its second ffght for independence. Unlike the nineteeth century, the
national liberation movements of today are inextricably bound up with
radical social and economic structural changes. Both aspects of the
sbuggle are directed against foreign imperialism and feudalism. These
mounting movements are having their repercussions in the CathoUc
Church, attested to by divisions and schisms and by a new orientation
favoring the develop nent of united actions despite ideological differences.

The Changes Within the Catholic Church
Here, a few observations are in order. First, the old policies of the
Catholic hierarchy have inexorably created the process of its separation from the masses. But the most signiffcant phenomenon is the
powerful infuence exercised by the broad masses upon the Catholic
institutions, forcing changes and modiffcations, some even of an objectively revolutionary character as we shall indicate later. The
Church has no alternative other than to modify its theology, its customs, its language and even the liturgy. Above all, in the drive to re-

conquer the masses, basic changes in the Church s social doctrine
are necessary. On the otJrer hand, there is the promotion of ChristianDemocratic parties and programs, in most instances bearing a reform-

ist

character.

This process is not only quantitative but also qualitative. Participation in the developing battle causes believers to acquire a consciousness of their own power as the sole force capable of liberating
them. The following episode may prove the point. In the village
of Santo Adriano, Chile, thousands of workers' families engaged. in
struggles for housing and succeeded in acquiring land and a roof
over their heads. The Communists were an integral part of the struggles. When a Communist delegate asked: some women tenants what
a{
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they thought about the victory obtained, one of them said: ,,I have
succeeded in settling in this new home thanks to the virgin M*y.,,
Another said: "I got this thanks to the party." And a thirt: ,That is
hue, we owe it to the ParT and the Virgin M"ry.',
secondlS the catholic clergy as a whore is oiiented toward reconquering the masses of believers and a tremendous efiort is being mado
to achieve it. The number of clergymen is being increased, iod"ro
methods of- organiz,ation are being introduced aid most of all,
programs^are being advanced to improve the conditions of the masses.
The church is out to win the ionscience of the people especially
where communists are active-in virages, factories, rt oir, offiles and
schools.

there is,a grgwing number of priests and CathoUc laymen
.Thirdly,
who do not id-entify religious beliefs witf, resignation. They do not
recommend submission but call for social resfonsibility ,rh astion.
The chilean-Jesuit Mario zaflartu_expr€sses this^viewpoii,t quite
forcefully, when he says that the model bhrirti"o is the'one wiro uses all
his dynamism in the seyce of his neighbor, through his dedication
to revolutionary reforms."*
In the historic dialogue with Argentine Marxists in october lg65,
Father P. Carlos Mujica raised his challenging voice:

. . .- for no _responsible and honest christian who wants to live
according to the_ Evangelical precepts can the church continue to
De,a retuge and a pretext to evade-commiting himself basically
to human.progress, to struggling with all his iright so that eacL
man can lrve as a person. . . .
. |o{"y in^.Lltu lA,merica millions are dying violently of hunger.
And if we christians do no_t_seek to changd thfi world, fet us cha.rge
the name because we would not have thE right to go'on-usi{ n."*
He says further that the time has arrived when

. . . as christians we break once and for all with a solidaritv
which we repudiate as men of the church: solidarity *ith
and with a certain conception of private pro-perty. W-ith""pii"li.ri,
tie help
giu"-*| iir" r"', ;il6;rp;i'il,ri'iot to
qf Sog, I am.dispos"d
detend capitalist
structures even if these are within the church
I
(rDld).

ti

*

Orlando Millas, '.Adela:rte por el Camino del XIII congresso,,, Dooznlentoa del xIfi congroao Naai,onal itel partid,o corumista ie cuie, Fotteto No. 8, p. 22.

**Tamlien aqui Dialogan Catolicos
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The Church in tha LatiruAmerican Countries

The role of the Catholic Church in Latin America varies in each
country, depending on the militancy of the people fighting oppression
and poverty, the pressure exerted upon the Church and the maturing
revolutionary crisis affecting all strata of the population.
In Chile, under the strong pressure of the Catholic masses, the
Church, in its own way, opposes reaction while at the same time it is
antagonistic to the anti-imperialist and anti-oligarchic forces bidding
for power (the Popular Action Front). In Argentina, the Church
opposes President Illia's program for the nationalization of oi} while
part of the clergy sides with the anti-imperialist struggles of the
people. The hierarchy in Venezuela and its creature COPEI (Christian-Democratic Party) are props of imperialism. The leaders share
the guilt of the crimes and atrocities perpetrated by the governrnents
of Betancourt ancl Leoni. It is Inown that in the Dominican Republic the Catholic hierarchy supported the military coup that overthrew the constitutional government of Juan Bosch in 1968. Peru is
undergoing a severe internal crisis aggravated by U.S. interventionist
manipulations, military and otherwise. At this moment, when the
Peruvian people are resisting the sell-out of petroleum ffelds and
ffghting in defense of their patrimony, Cardinal Juan Landazuri in an
address at Huancayo declares that the "dea& penalty against atheistic
Communism is justiffed in defense of constitutionalism."*
On the other hand, the Catholic priest Salomon Bolo Hidalgo, from
San Quintin prison in Peru, where he is conffned because of his support to the guerrilla ffghters, issued a letter condemning the Cardinal's
call to inquisition. The bloody Duvalier regime in Haiti is being
rnore and more opposed by the clergy. The Catholic iournal La
Phalange is opposed to the dictatorship even while it points to an
imaginary Communist danger. On the one hand, a group of Catholic
priests deliver lectures on Communism to "prove" that Marxism is outdated. On the other hand, Fathers George and Bissainthe carry on
active opposition to Duvalier.
In some countries the Catholic Church speaks of "revolution," of
"anti-imperialism," but in essence advocates reformism. Typical of
this trend is the article written by the Jesuit priest Gerardo Claps and
]ulio Barzan, leader of the Catholic Action in Chile:

The enormous weight of these capitals in national life would
justify their nationalization, But if we want to be just, it is a duty
* The Worker, December 26, 1966.
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to indemnify them. Andiif we want to be sensibls we cannot deprive the counb_y of necessary investrnents. More, it is commendable to attract them. But the.proffts must be shared equitably between, foreig:r
.iravestors and ttie eountry that opens itJ hospilality
to such capitals.*
The Catholic Church is the pnomoter of Christian-Democratie political parties, which play the iole of reformism, striving to chanirel
the people's movements along the road to compromis-es with the
national oligarchies and imperialism. Nonetheless, it would be wrong
to conclude that this type of reformism is whouy negative. In the
concrete conditions of sharp mass struggles, sometimes the church
and the christian-Democratic_ parties as"L*e objectively a progressive

nnd on, occasion even a revolutionary character.
In colombia, we observe two tendencies: cardinar concha belongs
reactionary wing. rn a document issued by the theologians of

Lo

S"

university in Medellin, they insist on the moth-eaten"dogma
folivl
,lrl t: poor- ltay pr*: ..Pf1ich,'- they wrote, "are the managers
of God's wealth on earth."** The other iendency is expressed. in-the
program and activities of the cluistian Social-Democratic rarty. lt

presents itself as

a truly revolutionary organization whose obiective
is to."liquidate_the capitalist system" and establish a "commurrity ro-

ciety''(not a'communist society-A.M.). Its

leaders claim to take a
"third road."
Let us briefly examine the-positive and negative features of this proq1m I estimated by the colombian communists. with regard tdthe
colombian revolution, the christian social-Democratic pa;ty, reports
Alcibiades Paredes, categorically asserts the necessity of

. . a revolution, in the truest sense of the word, without vacillations and dissimulations. Simple and transient reforms are insufficient. It is necessary to achieve an integral, profound and rapid
transformation of the present structures iri acc6rdance with a ietermined plan (ibid). According to the platform of the christian sociar-Democratic
Party, colonialism is repudiated, peaceful coexistence is advocated
tnd control over the exploitation of the country's natural resources
*

Integraci del Hombre en el Processo teonomico,r, Mensaje, Ootober
1963. Quoted by: Orlando Millas, Los Comuruistas, lo.s Cat6kcoe'A la Libcrtad,, Editorial Austral, Santiago, 1g64, p. 128.
** Quoted by Alcibiades Paredes in
"EI partido social-Dem6crata cristiano y la Problem6tica Nacional ,r, Doeu,rnentoe polihi,coa, October 1g66.
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supported, but leaving untouched the imperialist-oligarchic setup.
It projects important agrarian reforms such as land to the peasants
with credit and educational facilities. However, the latifundia system
which is the basis of backwardness, obscurantism and feudal relations,
remains intact. These demands assuredly do not call for "structural
changes."

A positive feature in political action is the opposition of the Christian Social-Democratic Party to the traditional Conservative and Liberal parties who made a mockery of the Constitution. On the whole,
the platform provides a sound basis for agreement and aclion. The
Communist Party of Colombia, the ffrst to raise the need: for structural
changes and many other immediate issues, takes a positive attitude
in public polemics, insisting on "testing on the anvil of practicd' the
demands advanced by the Christian Social-Democratic Party.
In Colombia, there is, perhaps, a third tendency arising from the
Catholic clergy, whose spokesman has been Father Camilo Torres
Restrepo. He maintained that the clergy must not be the instrument
of the exploiting classes, that the Evangelical principles of "love thy
neighbor" are impossible of realization without the majority taking
power. He forcefully exposed the poison of anti-Communism that
disunites the people and helps the national oligarchy and imperialism.
He led the movement known as United Front, and ffnally joined the

guerrilla ffghters and was killed in combat in February 1966.
Camilo Torres who publicly declared in September 1965:

It

was

I have said that I am a revolutionary as Colombian, sociolo$st
Christian and priest. I consider that the Communist Party contains
authentically rlvolutionary elements and, therefore, as iolombian,
sociologist, Christian and priest, I cannot be anti-Communist.*
Quito a number of Chilean priests have recently confessed that
antlCommunism was isolating the Church from the people and that
cessation of this harmful propaganda was a great relief to them. In
September 18, 1965, in the Te Deum at the Cathedral of Santiago,
the preacher included among the outstanding personalities of the
counhy Luis Emilio Recabarren, the founder of the Communist ParT
of Chile.
Chilean Marxists greet aggiornam,ento with an open mind. Learning from past history, they note with satisfaction the abandonment of
past practices of meting out excommunication to national leaders of
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In tlle case of Chile, there are evident modiffcations in the conduct of the majority of the clergy. It can be said we are facing attitudes on certain matters different frorn those which we know and
which were traditional. For this reason some of our judgments with
regard to the Church have lost their validity and we must modify
them. Marxism-L,eninism d,oes not need any "aggiornamento" because implicitly its very essence is constant critical reflection, the
study of reality as it is and the immediate apprehension of the
new. It is in this alert, open and dialectical spirit that we greet the
Catholic renovation . . .
He says further;
The Communist Party of Chile has maintained a consistent
Marxist-Leninist attitude on religion. There was an initial period
when the Party was {ounded in 1912 under the name of the
Socialist Workers Party, when it was influenced by the anti-clericalism of a section of the bourgeoisie and, above all, of the anarchists.
It was then that Communists organized lecture tours in workers'
centers . . . devoted to biting criticism of religious practices. Comrade Elias Laferte, who later became Party chairman, was sued
in his youth as the e&tor of the satirical iournal El Bonete, which
made fun of ecclesiastic topics. A little later, however, this strident
attitude was replaced by persistent ideological struggle which did
not exclude but on the contrary reinforced ioint action by all
sectors of the working class and the people against reaction.*
Role of U.S. Im.perialism
The United States foreign policy makers are by no means unmindful

of the developments within the Catholic Church in Latin America.
An integral part of their plans of direct and infirect intervention to
subvert the movements for social progress is the use of the Church
and Catholic organizations. Let us read Millas again:

In an interesting account grven by Manuel Facal in the Uruguayan
masadne Estu.dios in the middle of last year . he asserted
po;it"ay that behind the proliferation of a ,"* type of Cat}olic
brganirduons is to be founld, as one of the decisive^ supports, the
* Orlando Millas, "Nuevas Condiciones en

* Mensaje del Padre Camillo
September 9, 1966.

a los Comunistas," .Lo Voa Proletarin,

6S

the country who fought for independence and the separation of Stato
and Church.
How about an "aggiornamento of the Communist Party?" somo
Catholics ask. Orlando Millas answers:

Comunistas

y

Cat6licos," manuscript prepared

la

Luoha Ideol6gica entre

for publication,

1966.
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ffnancial backing of North American and. west European foundations.. Although the alma mater of this support c^ontinues un_
questionably-b- bu.the Gregorian university'if Ro*", since the
e.mergenee of- the
for progress ard in g"o"r"i since tho

-Allian-ce"development" policy
of the Catho"lic president"K"rrr"dv, it can
be said that a second center is located in the united stiies. The
Pdgi," . Jesuit Roger Vekermans, the gray-hairedi eminence of
the
christian-Democratic government of?rbsident Eduardo Frei,
greeted the Alliance for Pfugless with the same enthusiasm as his
European correligionists did-the Marshafl pran. He established in
santiago the center for Economic and sociar Development of
Latin.America (DESAL),^linked to the oAS (organilation of
American states). This center operates in coilabiration with
Loyola University of the South in ilew Orleans.
The relation bdtween imperialism and the modern clerical current
is not one of simple and inconditional subseryience of the latter;
to say the Ieast ifis one of reciprocal friendship. . . .
North American imperialism^ has extended ^great help to the
proselytizing work of the chilean church throigh the hmerican
Caritas, in the form of
loodslufis, medicines, clothinlg and money. . . .
Behind a number o{ Catholic organizationr, orE can easily' dis_
cover the North American ffnancial 6ontributions. one factor .iuru"n
has facilitated the.phenomenon is the investment of capital by
the Vatican and religious orders in certain yankee ,rrorropofy enterprises, so ne of which operate in chile_and Latin America^ generally,
and which show a wiflingness to make conbibutions to The woik
carried on by religious inititutions. on the other hand, because of
the growing scarcity of--Chilean priests, there are many foreign
parochial priests, especially from spain and the united states (ibiii).

But the clergy itself is a victim of imperialist plans of building ,p
.hygedossiers containing information o., the thinking and activities
of all leaders, including those of the Church. Such a p-lr, *r, project

camelot, engineered by_ the Pentagon and the stite Department,
which was scuttled by the white House after a roar of piotests in
chile. De-spite all this, the_new thinking of the maiority of^the clerg;z
must be- disappointing to the imperialisis and the fiierarchy. In Lg6-i,
the cathouc university of chile, on the initiative of Loyola univer$ty_, carried out an jnvestigation probing into the social and political-thinking of
clergy in santiago. The questionnaire was sent
_the
to 782 priests and 1500 catholic laymen, of wLom 79.4 per cent are
members of social groups directed by the church. of the-priests, Eg.l
per cent rejected the concept that the catholic church is the implacable exeTy of "atheist communism." As to whether the principal
problem in chile is communism, the answer was that rrr"t ttirrg.

T,MMIC.tr
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problems.
that
the
Communist
Furthermore, 83.1 per cent of all answers agreed
influence was greater than that of the Church in poor communities
and 94.8 per cent agreed that the Party's influence in the trade unions

was greater. On economic questions, 87.4 per cent declared that
the natural resources are sufficient for a comfortable life for each
family; 84 per cent were for wage increases; 60.6 per cent were for
a better distribution of land; 40.8 per cent believed that the revolution
would be peaceful and 2L.4 per cent that it would be violent.
It is important to note that the investigation preceded Vatican II
and Pope John's celebrated Pacem in Terris.
Dialogue and, Unity in Action
Thus, debates between Catholics and Comrnunists go on in Latin
America, preceded and followed by united actions. The Argentine
Communists emphasize the fact that the battle today is not between
atheists and believers. The real battle is for human progress, and
unity is the indispensable weapon. The common objective is to block
the road to those who live and intend to live at the expense of the
hungry majority. The aim is to ffght together against hunger, for
peace and for the country; to create a new type of government that
will advance democratic liberties and secure national independence.
With equal fervor, the Catholic participants in the dialogue stress
the need of unity of action and mass mobilization as the road to
national and social liberation. Expressing the desire that future
dialogues take place with mass participation of Catholics, Marxists,
Protestants, Jews, Socialists, Peronists, Progressive Radicals, the
Catholic student leader Guillermo Tedeschi states that he would not
want to be a Christian if this implies an exploiting-class political
ideology.

Another question occupying an important place in the debates is
the fear that Communists will use religious people in the struggle
to achieve socialism and then abandon and even persecute them,
Tedeschi expressed

. . . We

it

thus:

cannot deceive ourselves nor do we intend to deceive

in order that there will be no misunderstandings,
we say to them that the role we want to play (in the socialist
society) is that of being able to think freely, to live in freedom
of religious thought which will permit us to be the shining asset
in the vanguard of the proletariat and life in the new world.o

ourselves. And

-TL.iO,

Conjunta de Creyentes y no Creyentes por un Mundo Nuevo,"
Nueetra Palabra, November 3, 1965.
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The chilean priest Gerardo claps gave vent to a simflar mis$ving:

rt -(lvlarxism) wants to rnonopolize the revorution or at least
to initiate it. As a tactic it seekJtransient collaborators who later
are thrown overboard.i
The Argentine Marxist Fernando Nadra answers Tedeschi:

This togetherness is for how long? we must ffrst resolve the
9Ir c-ountry. . . We musf create a new type of government radically change our country, for true demodr'auc hlberties,
for an end to the^high cost- of fiiing, for an end to hunger and
superexploitation, for-an end to emelgency governm.ents, ind for
our independence from imperialism. Fo1 ail th-ese we can 6e united
for a long time. And afterihat we will have to build a d.emocratic
problems-of

society leading toward socialism. will we not be together. catholics
and non-Catholics, as believers and non-belierrers ir.e today in the
socialist countriesP. i

And Orlandb Millas answers Father

Claps:

It is not a mere Communist tactic to look for collaborators. We
want the u$ty 9t all who are for the cause of the working class,
oj lhe,people, of freedom, of progress and_ of peace. To the"clegree
that the collaborators sincereiy irp_-port this iause in its entii6ty,
they are not transient but ar'e co-ll-aborators for all of the tas(i
of our epoch . . . We do not seek monopoly of the revolution, but
orr the cgnqTy: we want it to becomdth'e general patrimony of
the people (ibid., pp 175-176).
In summary, let us refer

once more to Millas'remarks on what he
correctly calls the creative dialogue, remarks expressing deep human-

istic and hopeful thoughts for struggling mankind:

p.
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cornmon ground for concerted efrorts to achieve cornmon objectives

in the light of the respective positions.
Millions of Catholics have been deceived all their lives by
slanders directed at us Commtrnists. We highly appreciate the
opportunity given to them to know our thoughts, our objectives and
our methods of action. This will permit the deffnitive treatment
of that devil, that cloven-hoofed devil with other animal attributes
and the smell of sulfur Communists maintained was incarnation.
On our part, we are ready also to lay aside preiudices and misunderstanding because we are people interested in having a positive approach to reality.
The^ iialogue intereJts us more than anybody e-lse because of
the nature of our doctrine, of the unlimited conffdence we place
on critical re,fection and action, of the eminently scientiffc position
which we take and of the eertainty that the world advances and
is talcing the direction traced by us . . . Though we proceed from
differen[ premises and propose dlstinct obiectives, what allows us
to work together is tha:t ie put the accent on the happiness of
man obtained through struggles against backwardness, exploitation, material misery and cultural- deprivation.
Times such as these demand armed vigilance in the ideological
fteld with alerrness in seeking clarity in polemics. The least
abandonment of positions of principle gives advantages to im-

...
To be effective, the ideolo$cal struggle must be waged convincingly. For this it is necessary in the-ffrst place to link it
with s?Lia1 actions for peace, br6ad, freedom, litogt"tt, welfare
and culture. The Communist style of ideological struggle is one
that facilitates joint action of all sectors of the working elass and
perialism.

-

the people and'an anti-monopolist regrouping.r

rorlando Millas, ttNuevas Condiciones en la Lucha ltleol6gica entre

Comunistas y Cat6licos."

Joint action of Commun,ists and Catholics does not eliminate
the ideological struggle but places it on a new terrain. It is not a
question of Communists modifying their principles in order to
come to an understanding with gatfiohcs, nir of ihe latte, ceasing
to be Catholics. The terms of the dialogue are distinct from any
compromise: through_it there is to be sought frankness and clarity
on the position of each with a view to mutial understandins, which
involves a disposition to uncover the truth and, above ail]to ffnd
* Orlando Millas, Los Comuniatas, loc Cat6\i,cos g la lLibertad,,
** ltfueatra Bond,ara, November 8, 1965.

MANXISTS .trITD CATIIOIICS

IVAN VARGA

Heligion, [hurch and

Laicization

in

Hungary.

When representatives of Hungary and the Vatican signed a protocol

on September 15, 1964, embodfng the partial agreements between
the Hungarian state and the Catholic Church, much prominence was
given by the world's press to Hungary and the religious situation in
this country. Unfortunately, as is usual, reports have very often described a distorted state of affairs due to ignorance, imprecise larowledge of the facts, and even political prejudices or hostile attitudes.
Several publicists attributed the process of laicization in Hungary
in the course of the last twenty years' development to "the violent
religious persecution carried out by the Communist state." But the
fact is that the process of laicization-and this must be seen clearlydoes not begin by deffnition in the course of socialist transformation.
In the bourgeois societies of our days, secular and ecclesiastical
sociolo$sts, specializing in, religious affairs, have concurrently pointed

out-with resignation or with gratiffcation, dependlng on their respective world outlook-that the mernbership of Christian denominations has been dropping fast and religious activity as such is on the
decrease. In the last 30 years, the world's population rose by some
700 million people whfle the number of Catholics only increased by
100 million. Statistics show that only about ?5 per cent of the christened people actively participate in their Churchs life, attend divine
services or take part in parish work.
According to West German statistical data, haU of the Evangelicals
living in urban areas there only belong to the Church nominally.
French Catholic church-affairs sociologists established in the course
of their researches that men and young people among the industrial
working class have in the main become aUenated from the Church,
and two-thirds of them cannot be regar'ded as belonging among the
faithful.
This process of development, which is a seguel to industrialization
and urbanization, could only occur in Hungary after World War II,

iiil,

,*icfe was prepared for Potitical Affairs through the courtesy of
Val6ria Benke, editor of T(r,rsadalnvi, Szemle, theoretical journal of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party.
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and with the socialist transformation of social conditions it has been
speeded up and has assumed massive dimensions. The main reasons
for this are as follows:
Before World War II, Hungary was a country with backward social
structure and economy. The development of industrial capitalism
dragged behind the general European rate of development and the
strong remnants of semi-feudal conditions left their marked imprint
on t"he country's economy. Latifundia, like so many octopuses, stifled
the economy and society of the country. It is appropriate to mention
here that the churches held an important share of landed property,
a total of about one million yokes or one and a third million acres,
and that the Roman Catholic Church was Hungary's premier landed
proprietor.
The backward economic structure had a superstructure composed
of a set of backward social, political and intellectual conditions. In
prewar Hungary, wide masses of the population were fully or half
illiterate. The Horthy regime forced the Communist Party underground while the Social Democratic Party was headed by opportunist
personalities of its Right wing (who, for instance, relinquished any
work of organization among rural workers, under an agreement with
the government). The inffnitesimally small bourgeois-dernocratic elements were also smothered by a mentality of backwardness and indifference. Accordingly, for wide masses of the population living in prewar Hungary, religion consUtuted the protest against the existing
conditions, and the main area of illusory escapism.
This situation was overtopped by a privileged position enjoyed by
the churches. We have already touched upon their material wealth.
Besides, the churches had deeply influenced almost all areas of the
people's life, ranging from compulsory religious instruction in schools
to the abundance of organizations under church control. Counterrevolutionary Hungary officially attached the tag "Christian-national"
to itself, p,rofessed a Christian religious morality and called for peaee
among the social classes.
It was one of the characteristics of postwar development in liberated
Hungary-a feature determined by the historical traditions of the country-that the tasks of industrialization and urbanization, realized in
industrially developed countries many decades before, had to be carried out concurrently with the socialist transformation of society. In
fact, the two processes were interwoven.
Concerning the position of the churches, this also entailed a rapid
laicization process. With the way freed before the masses for independent social activities, increasingly wider sections of the population
NEI.IGIOI{
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realized that the illusory escapism providecl by religion is only a sham
refuge which makes for no improvement in this world below. There
was also the contributory reason of land reform, that primary feature
of the Hungarian democratic transformation, which divested tho
churches of their fundamental economic potential. The churches wero
also ousted from political life, mainly because their backward-looking
leaders had oppsed both socialist and general democratic transformation measures (the then Prince Primate of the Catholic Church,
for instance, protested in 1946 against the proclamation of the Hungarian Republic). With the secularization of the schools in 1948, a
basis was created for a uniform democratic school system in Hungary
where the churches no longer enjoyed a privileged position.
The appraisal of realities ffnally actuated the leaders of the churches
to settle their relationships vis-I-vis the Hungarian State in an agreed
form. These agreements were actually concluded by 1949. With them,
the basic condition has been provided for the normalization of the
situation. By concentrating their activities on the spiritual sphere, the
churches can in fact better fulftll their true vocation (and characteristically enough, voices can be heard these days among West European
and South American Catholic Church personalities to the effect that
the Church, as a courmunity operating in this wor1d, can better fulffll

its tasks if it renounces worldly wealth).
However, sound development on that basis was hampered both by
the illegal political machinations by some of the then church Personalities, and by the administrative and police actions by the government of that time in reaction to these machinations. Unfortunately,
the application of thesd methods was spreading over a number of years
and frequently replaced proPer enlightenment and efforts at persuasion. This is the reason why credence was given in 1956 to the
propagandistic allegations about religious persecution, upheld by some
church personalities who had gone over to illegal practices or had
been formerly shelved by the churches themselves.
In 1957, with the increased consolidation of the political situation, it became possible for the govemment to place on its agenda
again the matter of relations between the state and the churches, and
to remedy mistakes committed in the past. The agreement has once
again been conffrmecl under which the state pays the prrrchasing price
of the former landed property of the churches, offered to the state up
to 195I, with an annual 5 per cent interest. Another point of the agreement says that when these sums have been fully paid the state will
$ve extraordinary grants-in-aid to the churches, in order to make up
for the emer$ng deffciencies in income.

,,
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The agreement concerning state grants to the churches continues
to operat-e. Bmides, the churches receive taxes from their faithful-this
situition corresponding to the prewar situation with the difierence that,
as a result of separation of church and state, the church taxes are no
longer collected in the manner of public taxation.
fhe ttungarian government guarantees for all citizens the freedom
of religion ind of conscience-rights embodied in and guaranteed by
the Constitution.
In this corurection, supporting evidence is available. If we compare,
for instance, the number of dioceses in 1945 and in' 1962, we see
practically no reductions at all.
REI.IGION

Nutnber of Dioceses or Comasponding Units

Catholie
Calvinist
Lutheran
Jewish
Unitarian
Greek Orthodox

Roman

1945

1962

L7

l4e

4
4

4
2

6

6

10

10

4

4

Figures concerning the clergymen of the major t:ligigT show that
there" was no signiffJant decrJase between 1945 and 1962. The only
exception is the- number of rabbis of the -Jgl*tl religion, which is
e*pliinea by the emigration in the years following the war and by

the fascist massacres.
If we disregard the catholic monastic orders (the only.ope^rating
orders in Huigary at present are the teaching o1q"1j),
'l1fS*o
are: Practicin{Crttoti" parish priests, 6,345, in 1945 and 5,400 in
clergymen'
Lutheran
1962. Calvinlst clergt'm6n, 2,@0 and 1,610'
Orthodox
the
820 and 460. Unitariin clergymen, 8 and 8. Popes of
Church, 6t and 65.
For the sake of completeness, we mention here th* T P-rewar
years the so-called historical churches of Hungarylaye slraryly fought
against denominations of the character of sects. Under their pressure,
IJgislauoo in that period se! up categories for 'tecognized" and
.,""rt"bli"h"d' religiois. Legislation today knows no such &stinction
"groups
formerly catled sects-the Baptist,-{'dvenfst,
and the religious
-denominations
have founded the council of
Methodist i"a

"Irro

;it"

arop is duo to roorganization"
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Free churches. Through this council, they particrpate in the
work of
the World Council of Churches.
The number of church buildings (or meeting-houses) of the various
religions has shown an increase-b"i*u"r, lg4i and 1g'62.
Besides the

state contribution to

rebuildilg or restoration of war-damaged
to tliose which ngrrr" *oorr*"rt ,
many new ch,rch buirdings were erected frorn i-he f,nds
", put up by
the faithful, o^r partlr. fqom foreign aid. This shourd te seeri primLily
as a result of natural development, namelp that while the'majority
of the faithful lived in poverty or even misery before the war, now
*u.ylling to spe_od *o"i oo the prosperity of tlieir parish instith:.y
tution
with the general increase in perionai inclme a"d firinj standards. Naturally, general prestige cdnsiderations are also
coming
-oi into
pl-ay, as in some areas-and esfecialy in the crosed ,o"i"u",
,o-"
villages-the amount of mone) ofiered for the maintenance
of tho
parigh institutions, or for the'building of a church, shows.rr
r,
symbol of status. This explains why th6re was a decrease io
tt 5 r,,r*-"
ber of active ehurch me*bers wirile at the same time the-number
of_church buildings (or meeting-houses) increased.
churches,

with

,the

spe-cial regard

Here are the relevant ffgures:

decreasing tendency.

Number of Church Buildings (or meeting-houses)
1945

1962

4,82,1.

Calvinist
Lutheran

4,757

1,265

L,297

423

474

Jewish

100

Roman Catholic

Unitarian

1,400
8

Orthodox

102

Baptist
Adventist
Methodist
Other denominations
belonging to the Council
of Free Churces

500

8
87
450

169
L4

158

288

816

I"0n

Before &e war, the churches-and especially the catholic churchon vly large-scale book and ,e*rp"p", publishing activities.
:3r:".1
r
certain pariof their-publications wJre^of i r"ugio"i
,ftly
however. A great part of them consisted of dairy anJ *""tty
"ir"racter,
o"*r-

fil-adaiUoo, 15

congregations meet
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papers, books and brochures of deffnitely political character. At
present, the churches*since owing to their changed position they no
longer carry on political activities-concentrate their publication
activities on periodicals and books of a religious nature, or on belleslettres of religious inspiration. There are two Catholic publishing
companies operating at present: these publish two weeHies and one
monthly.
The Calvinist Church publishes one newspaper and four periodicals,
the Lutheran one newspaper and one periodical, the Jewish one
weekly newspaper, and the Orthodox one periodical. The Baptists
publish periodically their Harbinger of Pea.ca and the annual Cuidance
and The Voices of Faith, these last being hymn-books.
AII over the world, the churches ffnd it difficult to ensure a fresh
supply of candidates for priesthood. Hungary is no exception to this
rule. Although in Hungary there are a Catholic Theological Academy
and Central Seminar, ffve diocesan theological colleges, two Calvinist
theological academies, one Lutheran theological academy, one ]ewish
rabbinical training college and one yeshhsa, and a Baptist theological
seminary the number of college and seminary students has shown a
REX.IGION

in

homes.

In

L962, there were 8 Catholic grammar schools (2 for girls) and
6 boarding schools, also one Calvinist and one lewish grammar school.
In spite of the general secularization of the school system, these teach-

ing establishments remained under the control of the churches in order to satisfy tho needs of parents who insist on the education of their
children, in a reli$ous spirit.
Parents who want their children to attend classes on religion in the
state general and secondary schools can enter their children for Scripture classes under a system of optional religious education, or can
have their children attend the catechism half-hours arranged in parish
buildings. A decreasing number of parents have availed themselves

of this possibility, under the realization that the modern scientiffc
world outlook of the school curricula would confict in the children's
minds with the religious world outlook, so they want to keep their
children from such controversial dual efiects.
In some Budapest secondary schools research was made into the
religious-sociological state of affairs. It was shown that in the minds
of l7-year-old students reli$on tended gradually to lose its validity
as a guarantee of high morality. Such research was also carried on
sporadically among mral youth, and the result shows that a similar
view is held even by young people who are believers. In our view
the fact that religious teachings are not considered the only, and by
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not even *u_

,tT"rr,

for a high morality,
decrease in the" number of

guarantee

has also contributed considerably io It
" schools.
student entries for religious inshuction in
These data show that there is no obstacle in Hungary to the exercise
of the freedom of religion and conscience. This frlt ir amply proved
also by the ffgwes relating to church weddings ard chuicli-alsisted

funerals.

It is a well

known fact that conventions play a very important role

in maintaining ccrtain ways of Iife and formj of attitudel Especially
in th.e villages, but also in towns and cities, there are **i young
people who-under the influence of tradition-minded public'opinioi
and eqpecially of
elder generation, their parents 'ard rehhves-the
want to have a church
wedding in addition to tu" civil procedure.
A considerable part of these yo*g people-as has been istablished
from the above-mentioned sociologicai reiearch*yield to conventions,
gr th9 pressure of public opinion, although very often they are indifferent^to
or even consciousry non-reli$ous. In ig63, there
-rgligion
were-84,887
weddings in Hungary, of which ao,g60 were sanctioned
by Church ceremony as well. - The proportion is even bigger where christening of the newborn
is concerned. of the 192,835 newborn in 196g, LOg,Egb were christened.
Al{ psychological motives, especially the fear of death which is one
oJ the mainsprings of surviving religious faith, were behind the fact
that of the 99,871 deaths in rgog, 81,291 were followed by a church
funeral.

In appraising the causes of the extensiveness of church

ceremonies,

one must take into consideration that the pomp, solemnity and loftiness of these ceremonies exert attraction or, *airy people. To provide

such solemnity for non-believers is the aim of 6e io-called' social
ceremonies for milestones of human existence, such as name-giving
ceremonies for birth,.-wedding ceremonies, and last respects Sefor6
funerals. These worldly ceremonies have very short traditions as yet
rg Hyngary and can only look back to a-few years of crurency.
But these_ worldly ceremonies were in fact needed, as is shown by
the fact that in 1968, 6.1 per cent of the newborn babies were not
christened in church, 26.5 per cent of the weddings were carried
gl yrth only social festivities, and 8.6 per
cent of [e persons who
died were not given a church funeral. -(These data do not include
the people wh9 availed themselves of neither of those solemnities,
i.e., parents wJro only entered their new-born, baby,s aame in the
registrar s books, or weddings before the marriage iegistrar without
any following festivity.)

6i
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These processes show that the rules obtaining in highly industrialized and urbanized societies are striking root in Ht t gary as well.
But it must be borne in mind at the same time tlat these transformations occurred amid socialist circumstances, amid conditions of
socialism in the building. From the point of view of our subiect
matter, this means that the world outlook of our society is increasingly
being transformed and Marxist thinking is becoming public treasure.
Marxism, already in the early works of its founders, strossed its
opposition to the idealist world outlook, including reli$on. Since 1957,
increasing currency has been gained in Hungary by the Marxist idea
that the ftght against reli$on is not a fight in the sense of that once
car:ied on by the exponents of the French "Enlightenment" or the
German "Aufkliirung." Today, the criticism of religion is not primarily
a theoretical task but a corollary of the transformation of social conditions, of extending socialist democracy.
The state professes, skictly keeps to-and makes everyone kee5
the principle that religion is a private afiair of the citizen. No ono
can be persecuted, or placed in a position of disadvantage, because
of religious beliefs. Great religious festivities and occasions*including
pilgrimages and processions-are still being held with traditional ceremony, but the number of participants has generally shown a gradual
RETICION

decrease.

Besides, in the spirit of socialist democracy, the state makes pos&e existence of theoretical criticism of religion, although there
are no free-thinking societies in Hungary because the state does not
wish to sow dissension among its citizens on the basis of whether
they are religious or not. On the contrary, under the announced gov-

sible

ernment policies of unity of the people and the nation, the state
has endeavoured to achieve cooperation among the citizens for
ensuring the common good, peace and social progress. Thus, for
instance, we ffnd ecclesiastical personalities affiliated to the various
levels of &e Patriotic People's Front, from the national leadership
to the local committees, cooperating with people of different world
outlook in the interests of the common good.
The Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, the directive force of
Hungarian society, has repeatedly stressed that although ideologically
it disagrees with reli$on it wishes to carry on a dialogue with people
who are faithful to our system but hold a different world outlook.
In the course of this dialogue, carried on mainly on the level of
ioint activities, the Party strives to prove that the progress of socialist
condtions in society advances the whole people's well-being, freedom
and culture, The achievements of the building of socialism ffnd
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reeognition even in church circles. Thus, recently, at the fourth
session of the Ecumenical Council in the Vatican, and during the
debate over Scheme 18, the delegate speaking on behalf of the
Hungarian Bench of Bishops made a declaration to this efiect.
Another sphere where there is opportunity for cooperation between
believers and non-believers is the peace movement. The preservation
of peace, the averting of a thermonuclear world cataclysm, is in the
best interests of all working people, irrespective of ideological differences. The churches have also realized the threatening peril and,
even if they do not agree fully with the ideas of the non-religious
socialist social layers in their approach to the methods of safeguarding peace, these differences have proved slight compared with
the tremendous issues at stake. Therefore, the churches have manifested their will for peace in various ways, and have rallied their
faithful on the side of peace. "Opus Pacis," the peace movement
of the Hungarian Catholic clergy, is just as important in this ffeld
as the manifestations of the Protestant churches participating in the
Peace Conference o{ Prague for Protestant Christian Churches.
The great majority of the priests of the various churches are loyal
to the Hungarian People's Republic and to their oath of allegiance
taken to it. Unfortunately, however, as remnants of the pasteven if in dwindling numbers-there are still ecclesiastic personilities
who do not respect the laws and legal order of the state. The Hungarian state, as any other state of the world would do, proceeds
against these persons under the laws, on the basis of equality before
the law for all citizens, and they are called to account, as anyone
else would be. However, this does not mean-and Hungarian government leaders and authoritative personalities have repeatedly iaid
so-that a process is being started against religion or any of the
churches. Such action is only taken against misguided individuals.
Such cases, however, are few and far between and they do not
disturb the fundamentally correct and good relations which have been
established between the state and the Church. In all probabiUty,
more work will be needed in the future to cope with emer$ng
problems by joint efforts and. mutual good will (for instance, worl
on further improvement of relations between the Hungarian people's
Republic and the Vatican). This can be achieved, based on the results amassed up to now, if both sides keep in view the interests of
common good, peace and social progress.

BETTY GANNETT

Helision in the U55H
The Soviet Union, the ffrst country in the world to blaze the unexplored path to the new socialist society, is also the first land in the

history of mankind to be guided by a scientiff.c materialist world

outlook-Marxism-Le-ninism. Scientiff c thougtrt is replacing the mysticism, superstition and obscurantism of reli$on so prevalent in the
every-day life of the people during the reign of Tsarism.
The profound revolutionary changes in the class structure of Soviet
society, with the elimination of the class of exploiters and the establishment of socialist production relations in industry and agriculture,
has uprooted the social base for the sway of religion in the consciousness of man. The phenomenal advance of sciencq the elimination of
illiteracy and the heightened cultural level of the whole population,
has helped to sever the ties of the once backward masses from the
religious myths which formerly dominated their existence.
As the Soviet Union approaches the celebration of its 50th anniversaryt the materialist world view and the alienation of the people
frorn religion have become mass phenornena. The number of religious
believers of the Russian Orthodox, Catholig Protestan! Jewish, Moslem, Buddhist and 6thsl ssligisus communities is steadily declining,
with religious survivals prevailing in the main among the elder citizens.

There is perhaps no single aspect of Soviet life that has been so
maligned and distorted as the attitude of the Soviet State and the
Communist Party to religion and religious believers. In the ffrst years
of the revolution, when &e people heroically defended the new
regime against the White-Guardist counterrevolution and the armies
of fourteen capitalist nations, a veritable crusade was unleashed
calling for the destruction of Bolshevik "Godlessness" lest it engulf
the whole Christian world. Since then, whenever it served the
interests of world imperialism, the cry of "religious oppression' has
been renewed to fan anti-Soviet hostiliiy and thJmyth 6f"Communist
expansionism."

Contrary to prevalent misconceptions in our country the Soviet
Union has at no time passed laws to restrict freedom of conscience
or the right to reli$ous worship. On the other hand, it has not only
proclaimed bat guaranteed, rckgions liberty by law.

BELIGION IN THE
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The Deuee on Religious Liberty
The Soviet regime was not yet three months old when it spelled out
the relation of the new state to religious institutions, to the practice
of religion, and to religious teaching in the schools. The decree,
enunciated by the Soviet Government on January 23, 1918, provided:
1. The Church is separated from the State.
2. Within the limits of the Republic it is orohibited to nublish
any kiud of local laws or orders irfri"t wouli hinder or liirit the
f,reedom of conscience, or would establish any kind of preference
or privilege on the basis of the denominational adherence of the
citizens.

3. Every citizen may adhere to any religion or to none. Any
limitations'before the lalw relating to adheren"ce to any kind of faitir
or non-adherence to any faith are abolished.
4, Nl State and other pubtric and social functions before the law
are not to be accompanied by any religious customs or ceremonies.
5. Free practice of religious customs is safeguarded in so far as
it does not disturb the public peace and does not infrinee upon the
right of citizens of thetoviethepublic. Local authoriti6s hive the
right to take all necessary measures to safeguard public peace and
security in, such cases.
6. No -one may evade his civil duties on religious grounds. Exemption from these, on condition of substituting one form of civil
service by another, in each separate case must be granted by a decision of a peoplds court.
7. The religious oath is abolished. In necessary cases only solemn
promises are given.
B. Records of civic state [birth, marriage, death records, etc.]
are kept exclusively by the civil authorities, by departments of
marriales and births.
9. The School is separated_frorn the Church; the teaching of
religious confessions is not allowed in state, public and private
schools where secular subjects are taught. Thd citizen maf teach
or be taught religron in a private capacity.
10. All Church and reliqious societies are subiect to the seneral
status existing for v_olunta{ societies and unionsland do noT enioy
any privileges or subsidies from the statg or from local autonomous
and self-governing bodies.
11. Compulsory collections or

assessments

for the benefft of

church or religious societies, as well as measures of compulsion or
punishment on the part of these societies over their members are
not permitted.
12. No Church and religious societies have the right to own
property. They have no rights of juridic persons.

13. All property of existing Church and religious societies is

U.S.s.R.
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declared the people's property. Buildingl and objects specially
designated for-divine t"Iui+ are given for free use to corresponding
relig-ious societies on the basis of special ordinance of the local
or Central state authorities.*
The decree made religion a private matter, guaranteeing religious
liberty in accordance with the dictates of one's conscience. By separating the church from the state and depriving lhe former state church
of all subsidies from the government, it eliminated the privileges of
the state church and assured equal rights to each religious denomination. At the same time, of course, the decree protected the right of
the Soviet citizen to profess no religion at all, and freely to express
non-religious views without fear of persecution.
With the separation of the church from the state and the school
from the dominant church, the Soviet government at long last realized
principles projected during the bourgeois revolutions of the sev€nieenth and eighteenth centuries. Russian Marxists had fought for
these democratic principles and incolporated them in their first pro'
gram adopted in 1903. In his article on "Socialism and Religion,"
written toward the end of 1905, Lenin spelled out this position:
Religion must be declared a private afiair. . . . We demand that
a private afiair so far as the state is concerned. . . .
to the state, and r-eligious societies
Refgion must be 6f t o
"or""rn
with governmental authority. Everyone
musf have no connection
must be absolutely free to profess any religion he pleases, or no
religion whatever, i.e., to be an atheist, which every socialist is, as
a nile. Discrimination among citizens on account of their religious
convictions is rvholly intolerable. Even the bare mention of a citizen's religion in dffieial documents should- unqu-estionablf 6u
eliminated-. No subsidies should be granted to the established church
nor state allowances made to ecclesiastical and religious socieUes.
These should become absolutelv free associations of like-minded
citizens, associations independent of the state. . . .**

relisioi be held

The Plre-Reoolutionary Role of the Orthoil.ox Clutch
While all religious communities in the Iand were at that time antisocialist, having ramiffed ties with the monardrist groupings and the
deposed capitalist class, it was the hierachy of the Russian Orthodox
Church, the dominant church community, which embarked on the
*Rev. Stanley Evans, Churchee

Ltd., London, L943, pp.

42-43.

in tha

U.5.8.8., Cobbett Publishing

Co.

**V. I. lr;nin, Collected Works. Vol. 10, Foreign Languages Publishing
pp. 84-86.

Elouse, Moscow, 1962,
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path of open resistance to the decree and to all measures promulgated
therein.

under Tsarism there was no freedom of consciencg nor did the
-ffi"g* religious denominations enjoy an equal status before the
law. The orthodox church was virtuaily a dJpartment of the mon-

archist government, granted,special staius and privileges, supported
by huge govemment subsidies. It worked hani in t'"r,a *i[f, Ure
to Russify_ the subject nations, to destroy their native
-autgcracy
institutions and forcibly to convert the people to the donlinant
religron. Religious persecution went hand in t ana with national oppression. The church was violently chauvinistic and anti-semitii,.
instigating and perpetrating many of the pogroms against the
Jews
segrggatgd in_Jewish ghettoes. All other faiths were persecuted or
restricted, and the law- of the- land p_rohibited people- from joining
arly other church. The clerg;r of other denominations or sects who at]
ternpted to seek converts were arrested, exiled and subjected to
barbarous fueaknent.
From the time of Peter the Grea! iD L7zl, the Tsar was the recog-

nized head of the Orthodox Ch,rch, the ..anointed of God.. Th-e
church in turn sanctiffed the rule of the monarchy, condemned all
opposition as oppo-sition to Godt will. Typical was its role during the
1905 revolution, when it upheld the bloody massacre of the *rik""s
and peasants, in a declaration issued a few days after what has gone
down in Russian history as Bloody Sunday. It itated:
I,n the capjtal and other cities of Russia began strikes of workers
and street riots. Russian orthodox people fr-om time immemorial
stood for their faith, the Tsar and th6ir fatherland, but now incited
b,y evil *i"9".d persons at home and abroad, theyhave abandoned
their pe_aceful occupations and decided as a mo'b and by force to
qfhii their rights is if_ trampled down, causing much eimity and
disturbance to peaceful inha-bitants, leaving m"any without 'bread
and leading others into useless death wii'hout iepentance. with
bitterness in their hearts and curses on their lips. . .^. our enemies
wish to shake the foundations of our orthodoxTaith and autocratic
power of the Tsars. . . . Fear God, honor the Tsar. . . . Submit to
every.poyer ordained of God . . . to toil according to Gods ordin_
ance in the sweat of the brow.*

Up until the October Revolution, the Orthodox Church was the
wealthiest institution in all of Russia, owning some 20,000,000 acres
of rich land, substantial real estate in the cities, dozens of factories
*Cited by Ren Stanley Evans, p.

28.
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and other enterprises*a vast empire of feudal-capitalist exploitation
workers and peasants. Its annual income
was estimated at 500 million rubles a year. Bank deposits, totalling
8 billion rubles, were confiscated when the Soviet government nationalized church property used for the exploitation of the labor of others.
Albert nhyfWilliams, one among a number of outstanding Americans who have brought the truth of Soviet life to the people of our
country, described the role of the Orthodox Church as follows:
. . . In the Russian Orthodox Church the autocracy of the Tsar
found its most faithful servant and ally. Acting as the spiritual
oolice of the Tsar, the priests used the iecrets ferreted out in the
Lonfessional to trap and^ destroy hundreds of revolutionists. Under
the notorious Podednostev, High Procurator of the Holy Synod,
over 10,000 school teachers su-spected of sympathizing with the
Revolution were imprisoned or Sent into exile. Crosses and ikons
headed the processi6n of pogromists entering the Jewish quarters
to slay, pillage and burn.*

of countless thoisands of

Not only the 'Isarist regime, but the n9bi1it1, the landowners and
the rising bourgeoisie, viewed the orthodox church as an indispensable insfrum".rt fo. keeping in subjection the oppressed and deprived
Russian people. Its archaic preachments, untouched Uy t!" Reformation which [ook place in other capitalist countries, absolutized class
divisions as ordained by God and condemned to eternal punishment
all who challenged the monarchy, class rule and exploitation.
Clrurch Embarks on Path of Countemeoolution

The higher circles of the Orthodox Church made no -pretense at
covering up their animosity to the new regime. The Bolsheviks were
not only "haters of Christ"; they were "German hirelings, betrayers
of the fatherland, men who had led the simple people astray by fake
promises of wordly blessings."**
Patriarch Tikhon, elected on the eve of the October Revolution,
and installed on November 2L, L9L7, in an elaborate religious ceremony, without any interference whatsoever from the new Soviet
government, vehemently anathemized the regrme and called upon the
faithful to rise up in defense of the church. His message, read publicly at a massive religious procession on January 21, 1918, urged the
* Albert Rhys Williarns, The Russians, The Land, The People and Whg
TheV Fight, Ifarcourt, Brace and Company, 1943, p. 210.
**John Shelton Curtiss, The Bussian Ch,urch aniL t'he Sottiet Stata, Little,
Brown and Company, Boston, 1963,p.44.
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regime. He said, in part:
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to bring about the downfall of

the

'f'hink
Think what you are doing
doing, you madmenl Stop your bloodv out'Satan,
ragesl Your acts a_re-not *"r"li cruel,, they are the
ifr,J works of Satan5
"r"
foi
for which you wfll burn
burn in h6ll-fire in the
tlie life hereafter and will
wili
be eursed by future gent
generations in this life. . . .
And y9u, prother archpastors and
_pastors, witho,ut rlelaying in
your spiritual acuon
yuu_r:p{rryar
action for
ror one
dne nour,
hour, wrth
wit[ burning taith
faith call ,o
our Iorrs
sons
to defend the trampled rights o{ the orthodox Church, irnmediately
o_rganize
organize religious
religious leagues, call them . . . to range themselves in
the ranks of the
ihe sr
spiritial ffghters . . . (ibid, p. S)i
"Actually," John Shelton Curtiss notes in his scholarly work, ..the
measures of the soviets were not as drastic as the churchmen allege:
while the_y did close- churghes or chapels in government buirdin'gs
*dI palaces, they closed few parish cfiurches, so that fears that thJy
would be turned over to Jews, Moslems, or heathe, were baseless.
Priests were not drafted into the army, services continued in parish
churches, and little was done to halt rehgious indoctrinatiori rh"
sobor [the leading church council], howevei, continuecl to take such
a militant tone and to sponsor measures so challenging to the soviet
authorities that it seems probable that these actioir, *"." intended
to provoke violence and bloodshed, which miglrt prod'ce a great
popular revolution against the Soviets and sweep itu- ,*"y;1p.
s4).
While the Church, yith the- help of the opponents to the regime
,Toog the nobility and men of wealth, did succeed i, igniting some
resista:rce to the government decrees, resulting in thJkilling and
wounding of manv hundreds of participants, their main e.fforts-failed
co-mpletely. The overwhelming maiority of the people, most of them
adherents of the orthodox church, did not r&poira to the church
appeal. The gover,ment, too, "avoided a head-on collision with the
church," showing "no desire to make martyrs of ardent chur.chmen"
(ibid,,p.57). Those illorg the clergy rvho were ready to accept the
soviet_regime-some who reported they found the pelpre's commissars "benevolent" and more than willing to negotiaie unresolved
quesdons-were almost wholly ignored and often condemned as
enemies of the church. The hierarchy was determined to make war
on the government. Anti-soviet literature, with marked anti-semitic
overtones and declarations, was widely circulated. close ties were
established with counterrevolutionary ellments within and outside the
country.

From the ffrst days of its advent to power, the workers' state distin-
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their
on
espousing
guished between the clergy who concentrated
ieligious faith and those who gave outright support to or engaged in
direct anti-Soviet activities. There were no punitive measures taken
against religious pracUtioners as such; they were, punished as enemies
of the Soviet people who under the guise of religious raiments committed overt anti-Soviet crimes.
With the spread of the civil war and armed imperialist intervention,
the Orthodox Church openly became a center of counterrevolution.
The hierarchy called upon world Christians to ioin in the holy crusade
to overthrow the "yoke of the Godless." Monasteries were transformed
into warehouses to store munitions and provisions, serving as centers
for conspiratorial plots. Reli$ous armed detachments-"Regiments
of the Holy Virgin," "Battalions of ]esus"-were organized to ffght
in the armies of Kolchak, Denikin, Petlura and Wrangel. Prayers were
held calling for victory of the counterrevoluUon.
The workers and peasants in the cities and countryside retaliated
by the closing down of hundreds of churches. Soon thereafter the
a[ofiuoo of the monasteries became universal throughout the country.
Hundreds of bishops and priests were arrested and imprisoned, and
a number were executed. In many instances, partisan brigades acted
summarily when monarchist priests were captured. In utter disregard
of the counterrevolutionary activities led and organized by the church
hierarchy, the Soviet Union was pilloried by the vested interests in
all corners of the globe for "religious persecution." Yet Curtiss, while
stating that the "scanty records" made it difficult to determine the
extent of the prosecutions, nevertheless draws difierent conclusions:

RELIGION

. . . A careful study, however, leaves the impression that the Russian Church was a matter of slight concern to the Soviet authorities at this time and that they executed: a relatively small number
of clergy, and these only in'cases where they believed that the
conducf'of the ecclesiastics were not only hostile but dangerous. . . '
For four years the Soviet regime was engaged in a desperate strug-

gle for survival, during which its hostility to religion, and espe6a[y to the Orthodox Church, was a matter of minor impor-

tanc'e...(p.Bg).
But the end of the civil war did not halt the resistance. When
famine struck the land, the hierarchy attempted to exploit the mass
staryation, to undermine the regime and instigate public discontent,
while the emigr6 priests called for a renewal of armed intervention.
Hypocritically commiserating with the plight of the pe-ople,_the-church
hieiarchs sabotaged the decree to turn over church valuables not
needed in religious services, for the PurPose of feeding the hungry.
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Lower clerg/, in parishes close to the people, who acquiesced to the
requisitioning, w€re condemned as "traitors of the church', and
ostracized. Yet the government, as indicated in the columns of rzoestin
(March ?8, lg22), warned against turning the removal of church
valuables into anti-religious or anti-clerical demonstrations, characterizing such acts as harmful to the interests of the state and the
people.

Not until l_uly 26, 1928, did Patriarch Tikhon publicly admit his
collusion with the counterrevolution and his ties with ioreign and
internal monarchist groups. However, his pledge to halt such adtivities
and his vows of allegiance did not put an endlo anti-soviet activities.
Neither did the promise of Met,opolitan sergei (who took over the
reins in December 1925) that the church would no longer interfere
in politics and would halt the subversive work of intraniigent monarchist priests.
with the launching of the First Five Year plan of indushiarization
and the campaign to collectivize agriculture, the opposition once again
took on s9ri9u1 proportions. Churchmen, dependeni upon the support
of the rich kulaks, the last surviving exploiUng gro*! in the Soviet
union, set out to block collectivization. Even williarn-c. Fletcher, in
his obviously biased book entitled A studg of suroioal: The church
in Russia 19Y7-1943 (Macmillan, New York, 1965), admits that agita-

tion against collectivization was widespread; that "letters irorn
heavon" purporting to come directly from God, Christ or the Blessed
Virgrl, contained "crude warnings against joining the kolkhoz"; that
apoealyptic warnings of imminent doom were ored to sow fear and
confusion in the countryside. But the activities did not stop with
agitation. fn connivance with the kulaks, the priests made attempts
to instigate revolts among the peasants.
There was considerable resistance to collectivization also among
many,Evangelical and Baptist ministers, among leading members o]
the Ulaainian Autocephatc Church, Moslem mullahr, Buddhist lamas
and many others.

Cfuirch ?laqs Patriotic Rol.e in Worlil War

ll

But as collectivization swept the countryside, and as the goals set
Plan were fulfflled, a noticeable shift took place in
!y tt u Five
the ranls of-Year
the clergy. That is why the new Soviet Consiitution,
adopted in 1936, n,ot only reaffirmed religious freedom but granted
franchise to the clergy-the right to elect and to be elected to a[
grgans_of govern_ment. With the outbreak of World War II, except
for isolated incideonces of collaboration with the Hitler invaders in
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the Ukraine, in Latvia, Lithuania and here and there in other parts
of the Soviet Union, the overwhelming majority of the clergy loyally
defended their country, with many outstanding examples of superb
heroism and patriotism. Since the end of World War II, rePresentatives of the religious communities have been actively engaged in the
cause of world peace, calling upon their co,religionists in other lands
to join in united efforts.
Does this signify that there are no longer churchmen who refuse to
abide by Soviet law-s? Of course not. There are still instances of speculation for personal aggrandizement, of coercive levies for the maintenance of houses of worship, of forbidding children to attend public
schools, of refusing to work in Soviet enterprises, and even of underground forrnations to plot subversion and sabotage. But these are
now isolated cases. Today the overwhelming majority of the clergy
take a loyal stand and actively identify themselves with the achievements of Soviet society.

7,1%2) points
out that within the Orthodox Church, the young priesthood "are
Harrison E. Salisbury (Nera York Times, February

seeking to bteak the image of the Orthodox Church as a fortress of
superstition and backwardness. They seek to develop an appeal to
the youth. They are aware of the tendencies emerging among men
of science and they hope to adapt the church activity to the com-

plexity of the modern world. Like ministers in Western churches,
they wish to relate the Church to the life of the comrnuniity."
There is no doubt that open hostility to the Soviet regime, under
today's conditions, would lose whatever support religion still retains
within the country. This is well understood by Soviet religious leaders.
Scie

nt ific - Athei

st

P r op a

ganda

The Communist Party of the Soviet lJnion, adhering to the materialist world outlook. has from the ffrst days of the October Revolution
subjected all religion to scientiftc criticism. With complete faith in
man's untrimited capacities to master on an ever-expanding scale the
laws of nature and his own destiny, the Party has countered religious
obscurantism with scientiffc enlightenment. So long as man accepts
the religious premise that the earthly life is only a preparation for
Iife in the Kingdom of Heaven; that people can accomplish nothing
without God's will; that the poor and oppressed must bear their heavy
burden without malice; that the status of each human being is preordained and permits of no change, then religion acts as a brake in
the attainment of a society free of exploitation, oppression and poverty.
The building of tte new socialist society demanded the replacement
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of faith in divine guidance with faith in man-in marfs ability to know
his natural environment and to utilize this lcnowledge in the service
of man. It was necessary to prove that poverty and deprivation, exploitation and oppression were man-made and could be eliminated
by man's conscious and planned activity.
Reverend William Howard Melish, reviewing the status of religion
in the U.S.S.R. in a parnphlett written immediately after World War
fI, notes that the new society had to be built "in the face of the
conseryatism of the peasantry with religious taboos about the social
status of women, their anUquated and"ignorant concepts of health,
their fear of machinery and skepticism toward scientific agricultural
methods."

The dead hand of the myths and superstitions stood in the way of
overcoming the antiquated status of agricultural production, which
threatened in turn to impede the progress of industrialization. The
elimination of illiteracy, the raising of the educational level of the
whole population, ridding the peasantry especially of the delusion of
religious mysticism and magiq were all indispensable conditions for
untreashing the creative efforts of the people to build the socialist economy.

The Communist Party recognized that religious ideology, a consequence of speciftc historical conditions, could not be swept from the
consciousness of the people by dictation, repression or restriction. ReIigion could not be legislated out of existence. Its ffna1 disappearance
could come about only when the social roots which gave it zuiterrance
-tho exploitation of man by man-were abolished, and replaced by
a society in which an all-round, digniffed, cultured existence could
be assured for all. However, scientiftc education, explaining nafural
and social phenomena, could help weaken the hold of religion on the
people.

A cursory study of Soviet Iife will corroborate the fact that the
ideological struggle against religion never became the pivot of the
political life of the country; that it was always subordinated to the
interests of the people and nation. The Soviet government, the Communist Party and all civic organizations in the country worked to unite
the people, regaldless of differences in religious beliefs, to realize
the alrnost superhuman tasks of socialist construction. This was in
keeping with the admonition of Lenin when he wrote:
. . . under no

sircumstances ought we

to fall into the error of

*Bev. Ifilliam Iloward Melish, Rel;igion Today
Council of American-Swiet Frendshp, 1946.
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oosins the reliSious question in an abstract, idealist fashion, as
ir, "iitell""tualv quesiion uncoruIected with the class struggle, as
is not infrequentl/ done by the radical-democrats frorn among the
bourgeoisie. . . .
It ivould be bourgeois narrow-mindedness to forget that the yoke
of relision that we"ights upon mankind is merely a product and
reflecti"on of the ecoribmic foke within society. No number of pamphlets and no amount of preaching can,enlighten the proletariat,
if it ir not enliglrtened byits orrn itruggle against the dark.forces
of capitalism. Iiuity in tliis really revolutionary struggle of the opor"rr'"d class for the creation o[ a paradise on earth is more im^portant to us than unity of proletarian opinion on paradise in
heaven

o

Di*ortions in Atheist Propaganila

while no organ of soviet power conducted anti-religious plopaganda, the Communist Party, the Kop-1o-mol, such organizations as
it f,"rgu" of Militant Atheists (established in 1925 and dissolved
" th; outbreak of World War II), science deparknents in &e
with

schools and universities, etc., developed atheist propaganda on a broad

scale. Sometimes waning, and at other times expanding, scientiffc
education to counter the reactionary essence of religious ideology,
has been conducted from the ffrst days of Soviet Power.
It would indeed be foolhardy to deny that many gross errors were
committed in the conduct of anti-religious propaganda, errors whieh
have not been completely overcome even to lhis day. Leninist norms
requiring patient uid rkilurrl -explanation of the roots of religion and
strictly scilentiffc refutations of iti dogmas, were all too often violated
or igntred. No doubt the long years of anti-soviet hostilities organized
"the
clericals explains the intensrty and even intolerance which
by
have afiected the idleological struggle against religion. Thus, at times
the criticism of religious obscrrranUim and distortion was accompanied
by crude and ofieisive attacks on religion, with swe_eping generali-

,LAon of its reactionary idealist essence while overlooking certain
valid aspirations and strivings contained therein, though couched in
religiouJ alegories and mytfu. In corr_ect!' showing religion as buttresiing clasJexploitation, the early role of _religion as the -cry of the
slaves ind the oppressed was overlooked, hindering thgreby an understanding of the social role of religion throgglrout_the centuries.
ofiensive caricatures of religious peoPle marred the ideological content of the published scientiffc material.
*Lenin, Collecteil Woda, Vol. 10, pp. 86-87.
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ove_rzealous replaced the ideological struggre with
outright political
personal attacks on the clergy wittr'-riacute
-and
of religions rites, b,aiting
of believers, and flaunting? holy days by
organizing antireligious demonstrations, carnivals and ooiirrgr. rtdministrative interference by local organizations and individuals gave
rise to mechanical shutting--down of places of religious worship,-the
removal of cupolas and bells from church towers, the prohibiti]on of
religious processions, and in false arrests and indictmaits of churchme-n. under the guise of opposition to religion alien elements
pr]laged churgh valuables, destroyed ikons and other syrnbols of

religious rituals.
An inordinate amount of publicity has been given by the press in
our country to every such dogmatic distortion. But what is lesi hrown
is the insistent demand of soviet communists throughout the years
for strict adherence to soviet ,laws protecting freedori of conscience,
including-repeated-warnings-to avoid affronting the sensitivity of the
religious by ridicule or harsh administration riethods
Sp1" does n_ot permit the documentation of the many public de.
clarations issued by the soviet party to combat ou"r-r"uio,irness and
excesses in the conduct of atheist propaganda. Suffice it to cite one
example' In November 1954, the document "on Errors in conducting
Atheist Propaganda" declared in part:

It must be borne in mind that actions insulting the chrrrclr, clergy
and citizens who are believers are incompatible" with the policy 'df
the Party and the state in the conduct df scientiffc atheiit propaS*q" and are contrary tg th" U.S.S.R. Constitution, u,hich lrairts
freedom of conscience-to Soviet citizens. . . . The party has i**y,
demanded and will continue to demand a consider'ate, minclful
attitude toward these believers. AII the more is it stupid and harmful to cast political doubt on soviet citizens becaus6 of their religious convictions.
There are many other examples that can also be cited to indicate
actions by government and judicial bodies against individuals or local
administrations who violate the freedom o1 conscience of religious
believers, and to rectify false maligning of reli$ous personnel.
New Charge of "Religious Percecutioni'

Y:t, the campaign against_ alleged persecution of religion in the
^
soviet
union continues unabated throughout the capitilist world,
and markedly so in the united states. fhe most recent instance is
the wave of demonstrative activity against so-cafled official antisemitism, which has involved the major
lewish organizations
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from coast to coast, and in which any criticism of Judaism has been
considered as ipso facto tantamount to anti-semitism. In fact, it is
charged that ]udaism has been singled out for speciffc abuse and
restriction.
A decade ago, a delegation of the Rabbinical Council of America
visited the Soviet Union; yet, despite its pronounced anti-Soviet bias,
it could not report any evidence of religious persecution. In a series
of ten articles written for the lournal Americon (beginning August
5, 1956), the delegation decried the decline in the number of synagogues, the inadequate facilities for religiuos worship and the absencL of Jewish parochial schools. Nevertheless, it stated:
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in Russia free to worship. We saw
Within limits we found Jews
-dietary
laws, circumcising their sons,
&em praying, observing
rituaflf b"rylng their dead-and-to a far greater degree than we
had anticipated.
Attendance at synagogues, the delegation observed, consisted primarily of older ciiizens. The crux of the question was the_fact that
the majority of young Jews "have become estranged from -the whole
heritage of their people." They found the
religious
"rd
"rrltrt"l
yo"Ift aia not observe religious rites, not because of any legal reitri"tioor, but because "the mood of the country, especially dominant
among young people, is one of avowed godlessness."
It sh;dit be no[ed, that this was stated only a few years after the
death of stalin, when the wrongs perpetrated against eultural and
reli$ous Jewish institutions in the latter years of Stalin's life, had
not yet been corrected.
Theodore Shabad (New York Times, March 8, 1964) estimated
that about 90 per cent of Soviet citizens are now alienated, from
religion. This ii no less true for the ]ews than it is for all other
natiinalities and races in the counrby. The decline in the number
of synagogues, therefore, is not in itself evidence of "religious persecutionl"-Rather it is evidence of the fact that the overwhelming
maiority of the Jews, too, now order their lives in accordance with
a scientific world outlook.
As we have tried to show, Soviet society while guaranteeing freedom of worship for all its citizens, does not thereby enconrage re'
ligious ideologf. In subjecting ]udaism to scientific-atheist criticism,
,r ir t"o" in iLhUon to other religions, serious distortions and even
blunders were committed. There have been instances of adrninistrative closing down of synagogues, impermissible crudities in explairring
the historical role of Judaism, and indefensible caricatures of the
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Jewish people. These have been seized upon by anti-soviet elements
to $ve credence to the charge of "soviet anti-Semitism.,,
No doubt, too, the establishment of equality before the law of all
religions has sometimes resulted in certain inequities for the smaller
congregations. since all religious institutions maintain themselves by

voluntary contributions from the faithfur, the larger churches enin securing the necessaryleligious articles
required for their services. But this is not so for ihe rrrir[", congregations. As a result, as Hyman Lumer points out, ,.this ,r"ry
of treatment becomes in practice ineiuality, for whjle tL""q*-Uty
brp"i.
orthodox church can manage to providi foi its needs in the way of
religious articles, the synagogu,es cannot, and are therefore deprived
of access to such things as tillffim, tfilin and prayer books.',*
AIl these shortcomings exist within the overjl framework we have
hied to describe in thc present article. whatever the shortcomings and
errors they offer no basis for char$ng that the soviet union i* ,yrtematically
_Bd"g -to_ destroy rerigion-. we have attempted to dlar
only with the underlying
developments and the histoical role of
help
enlighten
the
present status of rerigion within the
leliqtol_to
counter few difficulties

Soviet Union.

Ooercomi,ng Religious Sunsioals

while the social roots of religion have been eliminated in soviet

society, reli$ors survivals persist among a substantial section
of the
p_opulation. This can be attributed tJ the fact that consciousness
lags behind changes in objective reality. This alone however,
llways
does not explain tJre tenacity with which reri$ous vestiges

to survive in socialist society.
"ootior"
Clearly, a deeply rgoted- iocial phenomenon like that of religion,
cannot be overcorne in a few yeais or even decades. The force
of
centuries-long.religious tradition and custom frequentry integated
with moral codes and conventions, stifl weighs heariry o, th" piesent.
Thus millions of workers and their famirles who no rorg"J
atturrd

either church, mosque or synagogue, and in fact consider iiremselves
atheists, continue to bow io s.r"f, traditions as baptism
,rd

cision, church weddings and religious funeral rites.
"ir"rr*A new awareness exists today that such rituars and ceremonies,
transcending the purely religious funcuon, often furfifl vitar

sociar

,,'_oriet
F"l
.LlT"", 1964, p.Anti-Semitismu-A
Affairs Publishers,
9.
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for the participation of
of
great
*o-"rts
ir,
relativet
friends and
ioy or deep sorrow in the
particular attention
is-why
That
citizen.
Soviet
personal life of the
and syma
meaningful
of
development
the
is being given today to
rites,
religious
old
the
replace
to
bolic system of cMc ceremonies
wedas
betrothals,
occasions
in celebration of such ioyful
""r"*orri",
bfuths, or sad events like the demise of loved ones, all senving
dings,
to iring the warmth and sympathy or relatives, friends and comrades
to those involved.
The emotional and moral impact of religion remains one of the
most important areas of religious sustenance. It cannot be ignored
and obviously can not be subjected to general anti-religious proPa-

needs as well, encompassing the yearnings

ganda.
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Thus the persistance of religious sutrvivals in the Soviet Union
after nearly fifty years of existence, has deep roots in the past' Not
least is the faci that socialism continues to exist side by side with
capitalism-and the pressure of capitalist ideology, _ including that
of religion, are calculatedly focused to influence the lives of the
Soviet citizen,

In this context, it should be understood that while the exploitation
of man by man has been eliminated in the Soviet lJnion, certain
conditions within socialist society which continues to sustain religious beliefs have not yet been completely eliminated. In his
^Critiqie of the Gotha Program, Marx stressed that the ffrst stage of communism, i.e., socialism, still bears the birthmarks of capitalism' The
socialist principle, from each according to his ability to each according to 1f," *oit performed, inevitably means that inequality in the
ec-onomic status of individual workers and farmers still operates.
Furthermore, while great strides have been made in narrowing the
gap between mental and physical labor and in the general. educat"ional level of the entire population, disparities continue to exist, and
the majority have not yet reached the level of science'
Thus'religion still ftnds a material base even within socialist society. These birthmarks will disappear with the ushering in of the
era of Communism. Only Communism will ffnally sweeP away all
survivals of religion in the consciousness of man. Only then will man

a capital M*become the master of his destiny and free himself
forever of all religious delusions.
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